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sionality, uncertainties, non-Gaussian noise, and more. In this paper systems engineering principles are
applied to a core optimization problem within online advertising. First we demonstrate how the opti-
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Online advertising is a US$600 billion industry where feedback control has come to play a critical role.
The control problems are challenging and involve nonlinearities including discontinuities, high dimen-

mization problem may be decomposed into separate low-level estimation and high-level control mod-
ules. Then we derive a plant model from first principle to show how uncertainties and noise propagate
through the plant. The plant model reveals challenges of the control problem and provides a framework
to assess the impact on the plant behavior from different designs of the low-level estimation module.
Thereafter, we describe a bid randomization technique that can be used in various ways to improve the
performance and robustness of the system. The bid randomization technique is finally used to develop an
algorithm for exploration and exploitation of an auction-based network, furnishing a solution to the
above estimation subproblem.

& 2016 European Control Association. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Overview

Over the past decade, the online advertising industry has
grown dramatically in size, significance, and complexity; and an
ever-growing number of companies have created a business model
around some aspect of advertising. For some of them the goal is to
use data-driven automation and optimization to manage the
marketing budgets of advertisers. The optimization involves con-
straints imposed by the advertisers, as well as dynamics, uncer-
tainties, and noise resulting from interactions across ad campaigns
and between ad campaigns and Internet users. For that reason it is
not surprising that feedback control plays a critical role in online
advertising.

The competition among the optimization providers is fierce,
the number of advertising campaigns they manage is large, and
the amount of data being collected about user behaviors and uti-
lized in the decision making process is massive, making the opti-
mization and control problem high-dimensional and complex.
Indeed, the complicated dynamics include time-varying non-lin-
earities (to the point of discontinuities) and involve non-Gaussian
disturbances and unknown latency distributions.
lished by Elsevier Ltd. All rights re
Advertising online is different in many ways from advertising
in traditional media, such as printed magazines, but the funda-
mental problems facing the advertising professional are the same.
Ultimately, all advertising is about showing the right ad to the
right consumer at the right time. The difference between online
and traditional advertising is that the data available to make fact-
based decisions and the immediate publishing of information and
content on the Internet is not limited by geography or time.
Tractable (yet challenging) feedback control problems are formed
by carefully establishing objective functions, defining measure-
ment and control signals, and designing a system with a suffi-
ciently high sample rate and short delays.

According to eMarketer, online advertisers worldwide spent
approximately $600 billion in 2015 [11]. This already large number
is expected to grow, but as the problem statements and solutions
for online advertising are largely the same as those for online
content distribution and e-commerce (YouTube, Netflix, Amazon,
and so forth), the business opportunity of online optimization and
control systems is much larger. Given the current size of the online
advertising industry and its rapid growth, there are strong reasons
to invest in automated algorithmic solutions to the problem of
serving ads.

At the advent of online advertising (pre-2005), it was popular
to pose the optimization problem as a static linear network opti-
mization problem subject to campaign constraints [12]. This was
made possible by implementing a stand-alone prediction system
for all relevant stochastic quantities and relying on the certainty
served.
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equivalence principle to establish a Linear Program (LP) problem,
which was solved using a standard centralized LP solver. Over
time, however, this centralized approach began to break down due
to the growth of the networks and the addition of business logic
that did not fit into the linear program formulation.

The second generation of optimization algorithms (2005–2012)
involved decentralization to support greater scale and incorpo-
rated feedback control to provide an ability for the system to learn
from its mistakes and handle dynamic environments [23,20].
However, the optimization was still typically implemented in a
closed network, optimizing towards a single network-centric
objective.

In recent years (2012–) the number of participants in various
aspects of online advertising has continued to grow, and adver-
tisers have become more savvy. The increasing number of parti-
cipants has led to the development of open auction exchanges
where ad views are traded by way of bidding. An open exchange
for online advertising is also referred to as a Real Time Bidding
(RTB) exchange. With more savvy advertisers, the providers of
optimization technologies have been forced to design optimization
algorithms that are advertiser-centric in the sense that bids sub-
mitted on behalf of an advertiser maximize an objective function
that is aligned with the objectives of this advertiser. This is the
state of the industry today, and the focus now (in 2016) is to
enhance the optimization algorithms for improved performance,
simultaneous optimization across multiple platforms (desktop,
mobile, video, TV), and support of multiple campaign objectives.

To prepare for the main content of the paper, let us introduce
some key concepts of RTB based online advertising and of the
related optimization. In this context there are Internet users,
publishers, advertisers, and one or more exchanges where ad
inventory is traded between publishers and advertisers. Publishers
may set a reserve price, which is the lowest acceptable price at
which they are willing to sell ad space on their web sites. Adver-
tisers on the other hand may submit a bid for the opportunity to
show an ad. Typically there are also agents representing the
publishers and advertisers to provide intelligent reserve price and
bidding strategies that aim to maximize the returned value for
each principal. Here we do not distinguish between agent and
principal but instead say e.g. “the advertiser” or “the campaign”
submits a bid, when it is really an agent of the advertiser doing it.

Publishers own web pages and receive traffic from Internet
users. The traffic is monetized by selling advertisement space to
advertisers. The delivery of an online ad campaign involves
impressions, where an impression is one view of an ad. Technically,
an impression may be in-view or out-of-view, but in this paper we
do not make such a distinction. An impression by itself carries a
branding value since an Internet user's exposure to the ad leads to
brand recognition, which in the future may lead to (untraceable)
sales of the brand on- or off-line. An impression also carries a
performance value in that it potentially leads to user-initiated
traceable actions, ranging from a simple click on the ad to the
completion of an online survey or the placement of an order for a
magazine subscription, an insurance plan, a vacation trip, and
so forth.

Typically the impression allocation for RTB based advertising is
governed by a sealed second price standard auction [25]. This
allocation mechanism is assumed throughout this paper. The
process begins with an Internet user loading a web page con-
taining some advertisement space. Immediately, the publisher of
the web page sends a request for an ad to an impression exchange.
The ad impression request contains information about the user to
help advertisers estimate the value of showing an ad to this par-
ticular user at this specific time. The information provided
depends on the privacy settings of the user, the device on which
the user loads the web page (e.g. desktop or mobile), the web
browser that is being used, and so on; but the advertisers can use
this information to varying degrees of confidence to infer the
user's location, age, gender, interests, etc. In the open exchange
any interested campaign may submit a bid for the opportunity of
showing an ad to the Internet user. The campaign submitting the
highest bid is awarded the impression and is charged an amount
equal to the second highest bid. In reality, an additional fee such as
a commission and/or data fee is added to this cost, but it is
neglected in this paper. The winning bidder's ad is finally served to
the user. Cooperation among bidders is not permitted, and the
industry standard on response time requirement is 50 ms from
when the impression request is sent to the exchange to when the
ad is served to the user.

The total cost to the advertiser is given by the cumulative cost
of all awarded impressions, and the cost for an individual
impression is determined by the second highest bid price. The
total value, on the other hand, is given by the total number of
events of interest times the monetary value the advertiser attri-
butes to each event, where we use event as the general term
denoting any one of impression, click, or conversion that the
advertiser is interested in. Note, in this paper we assume that an
advertiser is interested in only one type of event and assigns the
same monetary value to each such event. The multi-objective
problem and the problem where events may have different values
are of relevance, but require a more elaborate presentation.

The overarching goal of ad campaign optimization is to max-
imize the total generated monetary value of the campaign while
maintaining an even delivery of the advertising budget and a
minimum required Return on Investment (ROI), where ROI for a
campaign is defined as the ratio between total monetary value and
total cost. A campaign flight is most often one month long, but
may be as short as a few hours or as long as many months. The
campaign budget often takes a value in the wide range between
$100 and $100,000 per day, but sometimes takes an even more
extreme value outside of this range.

For a pure branding campaign the optimization goal translates
into serving as many ad impressions as possible without violating
the total cost or ROI constraints, which simply means to buy the
least expensive impressions on the exchange. For a performance
campaign defined by some conversion event, the goal is to buy
impressions such that the maximum number of conversions is
generated without violating the constraints on total cost or ROI.

1.2. Literature review and contributions

There is a huge body of literature on auction theory [25],
decision and game theory in general [7,28,13], and dynamic game
theory in particular [6]; and papers have been written about
applications in online advertising, but in the prior work plant
dynamics is typically either ignored or is unrealistic and assumed
given. Whenever feedback control is part of the solution it is cri-
tical to consider the plant dynamics, and besides vague descrip-
tions of the dynamics in some literature [20], the current paper is,
to our best knowledge, the first attempt at systematically
describing the input–output behavior of an auction-based online
advertising optimization system, where the input includes a con-
trol signal as well as various noise signals. The modeling is qua-
litative in nature, but is based on first principle reasoning and
provides important insights helpful in the design of both estima-
tion and control algorithms.

Challenges from doing simultaneous estimation and control
and the necessary coupling among multiple bidding agents in an
auction-based system made us propose a bid randomization
mechanism [17] with a range of novel use cases (e.g. [19,18]) to
improve, and sometimes enable, estimation and control of an
auction-based network. An important reason why the proposed
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bid randomization mechanism helps is that in a setting with a very
large number of auctions, such as in online advertising where each
auction relates to an impression request, it effectively removes
discontinuities. The sharp impact of gradually changing bid prices
is replaced by a gradual impact, and the mathematical analysis can
leverage tools from smooth dynamical systems.

One use case in particular relates to the so-called exploration
and exploitation or multi-armed bandits problem, which takes its
name from a traditional slot machine (one-armed bandit). When
pulled, each lever provides a reward drawn from a distribution
associated with that specific lever. The objective of the gambler is
to maximize the sum of rewards earned through a sequence of
lever pulls. A celebrated early solution of the multi-armed bandit
problem involves Gittins index [15]. It is a measure of the potential
reward as opposed to expected reward and systematically bal-
ances between exploration and exploitation. However, calculating
Gittins' index is, in general, NP-complex and is based on strict
assumptions such as infinite time horizon, zero measurement
delay, and/or time invariance. Other approaches towards solving
multi-armed bandit problems include various greedy strategies
[4,5,14,24,26,27]. While these sometimes can be made efficient,
they are normally non-adaptive and difficult to tune.

In recent years a randomization-based technique under the
name of Thompson sampling has received renewed attention. It
was originally proposed in 1933 [29] as an algorithm that is simple
to implement and has good empirical performance, but the algo-
rithm did not become mainstream probably because it lacked a
solid theoretical justification. The algorithm also goes under the
name posterior-sampling, which is more descriptive since it
basically produces each bid from the posterior distribution of the
optimal bid (in Bayesian sense).

We independently proposed an exploration and exploitation
algorithm [18] that resembles Thompson sampling, but with a
memory loss aspect that leads to a fixed point solution, adaptivity,
and the capability of shaping the transient and steady-state
behavior of the algorithm. In this paper we suggest how to use
techniques from nonlinear dynamics to analyze the behavior of
the algorithm for improved performance and more insights. The
algorithm is implemented and branded as ContentLearn™ [21] by
AOL. It provides enhanced exploration and exploitation, and
improves the prospects of successfully augmenting a feedback
controller to the system.

Over the last few years several important theoretical results
have been derived for Thompson sampling [29,1,2,8,16]. The
results primarily deal with the expected asymptotic regret, where
regret refers to how much higher the expected reward would be if
we knew beforehand which lever to pull. In the above references it
has recently been proven that Thompson sampling has excellent
asymptotic properties, which together with the simplicity of
implementing the algorithm makes it a very compelling algorithm
to use in applications. However, Thompson sampling as proposed
in the literature does not strictly incorporate adaptivity. Moreover,
the above work omits a dynamical analysis of the algorithm.

1.3. Key notation

Throughout this paper index k denotes a time stamp and kþ1
denotes the time instant following k. We use subscript i to denote
a specific segment of impressions assumed to be indistinguishable
to the advertisers. A segment may represent a type of users, e.g.
“Female Users between 20 and 30 years of Age,” “Tech Geeks,” or
“Internet Users that have not seen a specific ad before,” but may as
well be defined as “Any User” or “A Unique User”. If time or
impression in some context is irrelevant, then we may drop k or i
from the equations for ease of reading.
Throughout the paper we are often interested in how a mul-
tivariate function depends on a scalar control signal u. For exam-
ple, a function may be given by cðb1; a1; b2; a2;…Þ, where bi¼upi
and ai¼1 for all i. The notation c(u) in this paper is then inter-
preted as the function cðup1; a1;up2; a2;…Þ where p1; p2;… are
held constant and a1 ¼ a2 ¼⋯¼ 1.

A capital letter typically represents a random variable while the
letter in lower case represents an observed realization. Moreover,
we use � to denote “distributed as” in derivations related to
random variables. For example, we may say NE � Binomial nI ; pð Þ to
represent the statement that NE is a binomial random variable
with parameters nI and p.
2. Control problems in online advertising

2.1. Overarching problem formulation

The impression allocation for segment i is governed by a sealed
second price auction, where bi is the bid price used in the auction
and ai is the bid allocation, or the sampled fraction of auctions we
choose to participate in. We refer to the latter as fractional bidding.
The highest competing bid price is denoted b⋆i , and the available
number of impressions ntot

I;i . We assume that an advertiser is
interested in only one type of event, e.g. an impression, click, or
conversion, and attaches a monetary value of vE to each such
event. An event is conditioned on an impression first taking place
and the probability of an event to occur is then pi. Note, if the
event of interest to the advertiser is an impression, then pi � 1.

The expected total number of impressions from segment i
awarded to the campaign is nI;i ¼ aiIfbi Zb⋆i gn

tot
I;i , where for simpli-

city we assume that the auction is always won if biZb⋆i and where
IX is the indicator function satisfying IX ¼ 1, if X ¼ true, and IX ¼ 0,
if X ¼ false.

By definition of a second price auction, the advertiser pays the
highest competing bid for any awarded impression, hence the total
cost of the above impressions is ci ¼ b⋆i aiIfbi Zb⋆i gn

tot
I;i . Since the

advertiser attributes a value vE to events that occur with a prob-
ability of pi given an impression has been awarded, the effective
value of one impression is pivE , which for all awarded segment i
impressions corresponds to vi ¼ vEpiaiIfbi Zb⋆i gn

tot
I;i . The campaign-

level impression volume nI, cost c, and expected value v are
obtained by summing across all segments targeted by the cam-
paign; and the expected Return on Investment (ROI) is defined by
r¼v/c. Hence,

nI ¼
X
i

aiIfbi Zb⋆i gn
tot
I;i ð1Þ

c¼
X
i

aib
⋆
i Ifbi Zb⋆i gn

tot
I;i ð2Þ

v¼
X
i

aipivEIfbi Zb⋆i gn
tot
I;i ð3Þ

r¼
P

iaipivEIfbi Zb⋆i gn
tot
I;iP

iaib
⋆
i Ifbi Zb⋆i gn

tot
I;i

: ð4Þ

The overarching objective is to devise a bidding strategy bi, ai,
for i¼ 1;2;…, that maximizes the expected total advertising value
v without violating constraints on cost c and ROI r; i.e., the opti-
mization objective is to

max
bi Z 0

0r ai r 1
i ¼ 1;2;…

vðb1; a1; b2; a2;…Þ ð5Þ
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subject to

cðb1; a1; b2; a2;…Þruref
cost ð6Þ

rðb1; a1; b2; a2;…ÞZuref
ROI ; ð7Þ

where uref
cost and uref

ROI are constraints prescribed by the advertiser. A
natural choice is to set uref

ROI ¼ 1 since it implies that the advertiser
is interested in running the campaign as long as the value is larger
than the cost; however, if the delivery of the campaign is also
subject to, e.g., a 1% commission fee on the accrued cost, then a
more sensible choice is uref

ROI ¼ 1:01.
It can be shown (see Appendix A) that an optimal bidding

strategy is given by the following bid price and bid allocation: The
optimal bid price is bi ¼ uoptpi, where a campaign-level variable
uoptZ0 is assigned the smallest value possible for which at least
one of the constraints is binding or violated (if ai were to equal one
for all i). The optimal bid allocation ai equals one except for in the
segment containing the lowest ROI awarded impressions. This
segment is denoted i0. If constraint violation cannot happen for any
values of bi, ai, i¼ 1;2;…, then uopt and ai are selected so that all
impressions are awarded, which is achieved if uopt ¼maxpi 40b

⋆
i =pi

(assuming pi40 for at least one i).
In other words, the optimal bidding strategy is

bi ¼ uoptpi; i¼ 1;2;… ð8Þ
where the campaign-level factor uopt is given by

uopt ¼min
u

u
X
i

b⋆i Ifupi Zb⋆i gn
tot
I;i Zuref

cost

�����
(

or

X
i

pivEIfupi Zb⋆i gn
tot
I;i ruref

ROI

X
i

b⋆i Ifupi Zb⋆i gn
tot
I;i or u¼max

pi 40

b⋆i
pi

)
; ð9Þ

and where the segment-level bid allocation ai is

ai ¼
min

uref
cost�

Pi0 �1
i ¼ 1 b

⋆
i n

tot
I;i

b⋆i0 n
tot
I;i0

;

Pi0 �1
i ¼ 1 uref

ROIb
⋆
i �vEpi

� �
ntot
I;i

pi0vE�uref
ROIb

⋆
i0

� �
ntot
I;i0

0
@

1
A; if i¼ i0

1; otherwise:

8>>><
>>>:

ð10Þ
Segment i0 is the value of i for which uoptpi ¼ b⋆i , which we for
simplicity assume is unique. Also, if there is no such i0, then ai¼1
for all i.

To better understand the bidding strategy, note that with a
strategy bi¼upi an impression is awarded for a small value of u
only if pi is large or b⋆i is small (an impression is awarded if
upiZb⋆i ). Since the ROI of impressions from segment i equals
vEpi=b

⋆
i , only high ROI impressions are awarded for small u. The

optimal strategy is to use the smallest possible u to reach or
exceed one of the constraints; i.e., impressions with high expected
ROI are favored and impressions with low ROI are considered only
as needed to deliver the ad budget, but only for as long as we do
not violate the cost (budget) and ROI constraints. If the available
impressions in segment i0 would result in a constraint violation,
then we only bid for a fraction of those lowest ROI impressions to
prevent a violation of the constraints. Keep in mind, we outbid the
competition in all segments where uoptpiZb⋆i , and i0 is the seg-
ment among these for which the ROI vEpi=b

⋆
i is the smallest.

If fractional bidding is not used (ai¼1 for all i), then the best
possible bidding strategy is given by bi ¼ uoptpi, where uopt, by
necessity, is the largest value for which neither of the constraints
is violated. This strategy is inferior to the strategy including the
fractional bidding since no impression (and no value) is generated
from segment i0.

Fractional bidding can be disregarded if the maximum possible
contribution from segment i0 is very small; i.e., if the optimal
ai0 � 0. If we cannot disregard the contribution from segment i0,
then fractional bidding is required for optimality. Unfortunately,
computing the optimal ai0 using (10) is not practical — it is com-
putationally expensive and numerically sensitive since it requires
accurate estimates of many uncertain segment-level quantities
(already the determination of i0 is difficult).

We introduce an alternative to fractional bidding in Section 3.
This alternative does not require segment-level information and
has additional benefits in terms of enhancing the robustness of the
network. For the reminder of this section, however, we do not use
fractional bidding in any shape or form; i.e., assume ai ¼ 1 for all i
which simplifies the analysis of the bidding strategy.

Without the added complexity of fractional bidding, the opti-
mal bidding strategy may be decomposed into two components. In
the first component, segment-level event rates pi are provided
independently of the campaign-level constraints. Separately, in the
second component, a campaign-level factor u is calculated based
exclusively on campaign-level information to maximize the
campaign-level monetary value while satisfying the constraints.

Of great importance as we soon switch perspective and think of
the problem as a feedback control problem, is that with a bidding
strategy bi¼upi, the cost c(u), value v(u), and ROI r(u) can be
shown to be monotonic functions of u (see Appendix B). Indeed,
given fixed values of ai,pi for all i; c(u) and v(u) are non-decreasing
functions while r(u) is a non-increasing function.

The above optimal bidding strategy and the monotonicity
properties of c(u), v(u), and r(u) is the basis of the control problem
analyzed in this paper. However, instead of using (9) to calculate
uopt, the optimal value of u is obtained by way of feedback control.
In principle, the feedback signal consists of c(u) and r(u), while the
reference signal consists of uref

ROI and uref
ROI . The control objective

turns into a reference tracking problem where u is adjusted in
such a way that cðuÞ � uref

cost or rðuÞ � uref
ROI , depending on which

constraint is being violated at the smallest value of u.
However, the event rates pi's in practice are unknown and may

change over time, hence must be estimated adaptively. Conse-
quently, the estimates are subject to errors that may impact the
optimization result (including the performance and stability of the
control system). Similarly, the competitive landscape dictated by
the b⋆i 's typically also changes over time altering what are high
and low ROI segments. Finally, the available impression volumes
ntot
I;i 's also vary over time influencing what is the optimal value uopt.
Introduce time index k in all previously defined quantities and

denote the estimated event rate p̂iðkÞ. Suppose furthermore all
involved variables remain constant within one time interval
defined by k. If the estimate p̂iðkÞ is reasonably accurate, then we
assume that an approximately optimal bidding strategy is given
by:

biðkÞ ¼ uðkÞp̂iðkÞ:
Supported by the certainty equivalence principle under the pre-
mise of p̂iðkÞ � piðkÞ, we now pose the problem of computing u(k)
as a feedback control problem where all p̂iðkÞ's are part of a per-
ceived plant and where the difference p̂iðkÞ�piðkÞ is treated as
process noise or plant uncertainty.

A high-level representation of the control system is shown in
Fig. 1. The plant is defined by the mapping from control signal u(k)
to plant output yðkÞ ¼ ½yvalueðkÞ; ycostðkÞ�T , which represents mea-
sured campaign-level monetary value and cost. Note, v(k) and c(k)
are subject to measurement noise and latency (discussed further
in Section 2.2). The plant dynamics can be described by a general
discrete-time difference equation

xðkþ1Þ ¼ f ðk; xðkÞ;uðkÞ;w1ðkÞÞ
yðkÞ ¼ gðk; xðkÞ;uðkÞ;w2ðkÞÞ;
where the state x, the state equation f ð�Þ, and the output equation
gð�Þ, as well as the distributions of process and measurement
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noises w1 and w2 are determined by systematic modeling. The
sample time of the discrete-time system is application-dependent,
but for an advertising optimization system it may be between e.g.
5 and 15 min.

The objective is to design a feedback control algorithm from
plant output y(k) and reference input uref ðkÞ ¼ ½uref

costðkÞ;uref
ROIðkÞ�T to

control signal u(k), which maximizes the estimated value v̂ðuðkÞÞ
without violating any of the two constraints. For scalability rea-
sons, the feedback controller has no explicit knowledge of true or
estimated event rates pi and p̂iðkÞ, highest competing bid prices b⋆i ,
available impression volumes ntot

I;i ðkÞ, or latency distributions.
As a practical side note, advertisers typically permit distribut-

ing the delivery of the campaign budget throughout each day in a
way that reflects the time-of-day pattern in available impression
supply volume. This is of business importance since it means we
can avoid buying a disproportional number of impressions during
hours of the day when the impression supply (and Internet traffic)
is low. It is also important from a control design perspective since
it makes it possible to do estimation and control of the plant at
approximately the same operating point of u throughout the day
rather than competing at very different price points at different
times of day, with potentially very different properties of the plant
in terms of plant gain, and so forth. For the above reasons, the
constraint on the cost c(k) is typically relaxed to hold only as a 24 h
moving average.

This paper does not solve the control problem, but derives
important properties of the plant (Section 2.2), identifies chal-
lenges a feedback controller must deal with (Section 2.3), and
proposes a versatile bid randomization technique (Section 3) that
can be used in various ways to mitigate some of the challenges
(e.g. Section 4).

2.2. System modeling

In this section we investigate the mapping from plant input
u(k) to plant output yðkÞ ¼ ½yvalueðkÞ; ycostðkÞ�T in Fig. 1. The goal is to
develop a qualitative appreciation of the plant behavior, an
understanding of how uncertainties and noise propagate through
the plant, and a recognition of how the plant behavior may vary
from one campaign to the next. This supports a separate
Fig. 1. High-level block diagram of the control system used for optimization of
online advertising.

Fig. 2. The plant decomposed into five subsystems consisting of a cascade of Bid Generat
a branch consisting of Cost Latency.
undertaking to design control algorithms for advertising cam-
paigns. It also helps the account manager charged to configure
campaigns (deciding what segments the campaign is eligible for),
or the engineer tasked to design algorithms to estimate pi to
understand the system-level impact of their choices.

Let us begin by analyzing online advertising from first principle.
From this perspective, we argue segments can be modeled one at a
time, and described using five subsystems connected as shown in
Fig. 2, where the outputs of each segment system can be summed
up for a campaign-level output according to yvalueðkÞ ¼

P
i yvalue;iðkÞ

and ycostðkÞ ¼
P

i ycost;iðkÞ. Take note of the causal relationship
among signals: Control signal u(k) is needed to produce a bid bi(k),
which is needed for impressions nI;iðkÞ to be awarded and a cost
ci(k) to incur. Furthermore, impressions are needed to generate
value-bearing events nE;iðkÞ and advertising value vi(k), and finally
the advertising value and cost are needed before they can be
measured as yvalue;iðkÞ and ycost;iðkÞ.

Bid Generation represents the mapping from control signal u(k)
to bid price bi(k), and is governed by biðkÞ ¼ uðkÞp̂iðkÞ plus actuator
delay. Note, u(k) is typically computed before the impression
request from the publisher is received and is not subject to the
50 ms response time requirement mentioned in Section 1.
Nevertheless, the actuator delay is relatively short and typically in
the order of a few minutes, which is insignificant relative to other
dynamics in the plant and controller. We can therefore safely
disregard this delay. Of greater importance is how p̂iðkÞ impacts
the bidding. The true event rate pi(k) is usually slowly varying, and
is, for the sake of modeling, assumed constant; however, in the
field of online advertising pi is typically very small and oftentimes
in the range of 10�6 to 10�4. Meanwhile the historical time series
data of nI;iðkÞ and nE;iðkÞ needed to compute p̂iðkÞ is limited making
the estimation a challenge. Indeed, the variance of p̂iðkÞ often ends
up being large, say, 10% of the true event rate pi (sometime much
larger) and the distribution of p̂iðkÞ asymmetric (non-Gaussian),
especially in the early phase of a campaign before a sufficient
amount of historical impression and event data for a specific
segment is available.

Making things worse, before historical data is available, many
algorithms designed to compute p̂iðkÞ for use in an auction
environment purposely add a large positive bias to the estimate to
ensure that bi(k) is large enough to win essential impressions
required for learning. The balancing act between using the best
unbiased estimate for the most appropriate valuation of the next
impression, versus boosting the estimate to win more impressions
and improve the event rate estimate and thereby the valuation of
future impressions is in the literature referred to as the explora-
tion and exploitation trade-off. Exploration and exploitation is
challenging in its own right because of system delays and com-
putational complexity, but the design choice made for this algo-
rithm also has tremendous impact on the feedback control system
and effectively adds what can be viewed as significant process
noise and/or plant uncertainty. In particular, it may result in r(u)
not being a monotone function of u, effectively introducing posi-
tive feedback into the feedback control loop.
ion, Impression and Cost Generation, Value Generation, and Conversion Latency, and
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We represent the event rate estimate using a multiplicative
noise model p̂iðkÞ ¼ pi 1þϵp̂ ;iðkÞ

� �
, where ϵp̂ ;iðkÞ is a stochastic

process satisfying �1rϵp̂ ;iðkÞr�1þ1=pi and with properties
such as mean and auto-covariance heavily dependent on the
specific algorithm used for the estimation of p̂iðkÞ. The multi-
plicative structure makes it plausible as an approximation that the
same noise model can be used for many or all segments i, even if pi
differs by orders of magnitude. In other words, let

biðkÞ ¼ pi 1þϵp̂ ;iðkÞ
� �

uðkÞ: ð11Þ

If p̂iðkÞ is computed separately for each segment and based on
time-series data, then we expect ϵp̂ ;iðkÞ to be approximately
uncorrelated across segments (while correlated over time).

Impression and Cost Generation represents the mapping from
bid price bi(k) to awarded impression volume nI;iðkÞ and cost ci(k).
The second price auction dictates that the highest bidder wins an
impression and pays an amount equal to the second highest bid
for the impression, hence, nI;iðkÞ ¼ IfbiðkÞZb⋆i ðkÞgn

tot
I;i ðkÞ and ciðkÞ ¼

b⋆i ðkÞIfbiðkÞZb⋆i ðkÞgn
tot
I;i ðkÞ. However, b⋆i ðkÞ and ntot

I;i ðkÞ are volatile
quantities as a result of dynamic and imperfect bidding from
competitors and an ever-changing behavior of Internet users. We
propose using a highest competing bidder model b⋆i ðkÞ ¼
b
⋆
i 1þϵb⋆ ;iðkÞ
� �

, where b
⋆
i is approximately constant and ϵb⋆ ;iðkÞ is

a stochastic process satisfying ϵb⋆ ;iðkÞZ�1 and with properties
such as mean and auto-covariance heavily dependent on the
competitive landscape, including the density of bids and the spe-
cific algorithms used to compute competing bids. Note, b⋆i ðkÞ is an
order statistic [9] since it is the maximum bid among all com-
peting bidders — an important fact to consider during the mod-
eling of its dynamic and static properties.

For guidance to select a model for the impression volume,
inspect Fig. 3 which shows a representative example of ntot

I;i ðkÞ
versus k. Note the significant time-of-day pattern and the standard
deviation that appears approximately proportional to the
impression volume. With this in mind, we propose a traffic model
ntot
I;i ðkÞ ¼ hseasðkÞntot

I;i 1þϵI;iðkÞ
� �

, where hseas(k) is a 24 h periodic
deterministic function, ntot

I;i is approximately constant, and ϵI;iðkÞ is
a stochastic process with mean zero and variance σI2 satisfying
ϵI;iðkÞZ�1. The multiplicative noise structure is again useful since
Fig. 3. Representative example of available impression volume ntot
I;i ðkÞ versus time k.

Fig. 4. Examples of experimental latency data. Campaign 1 is characterized by lo
b⋆i ðkÞ and ntot
I;i ðkÞ tend to have approximately scale-invariant stan-

dard deviations. Note, hseas(k) is modeled as segment-indepen-
dent, which is a reasonably accurate model for any campaign
targeting users in at most a few time zones in close proximity to
one another. In conclusion, we obtain

nI;iðkÞ ¼ I
biðkÞZb

⋆
i 1þϵb⋆ ;iðkÞ
� �� �hseasðkÞntot

I;i 1þϵI;iðkÞ
� � ð12Þ

ciðkÞ ¼ b
⋆
i 1þϵb⋆ ;iðkÞ
� �

I
biðkÞZb

⋆
i 1þϵb⋆ ;iðkÞ
� �� �hseasðkÞntot

I;i 1þϵI;iðkÞ
� �

:

ð13Þ
For future reference, pay attention to how nI;iðkÞ and ci(k) depend
on bi(k) for different values of all other variables. For each time k
and specific realization of all other variables, nI;iðkÞ and ci(k) are
single step functions of bi(k). However, the error variables ϵb⋆ ;iðkÞ
and ϵI;iðkÞ impact the above relationships in fundamentally dif-
ferent ways. The error term ϵb⋆ ;iðkÞ introduces a horizontal shift of
both nI;iðkÞ and ci(k) as step functions of bi(k), and introduces a
vertical scaling of ci(k). Meanwhile, ϵI;iðkÞ scales both nI;iðkÞ and
ci(k) vertically. We return to this important fact later.

Value Generation describes the relationship from awarded
impression volume nI;iðkÞ to sourced value vi(k). We assume that
each impression independently leads to an event with probability
pi. In other words, the number of events nE;iðkÞ is a realization of a
random variable NE;iðkÞ, which is distributed as Binomial nI;iðkÞ; pi

� �
with an expected value of nI;iðkÞpi and variance nI;iðkÞpi 1�pi

� �
,

which under the assumption pi⪡1 approximately equals nI;iðkÞpi.
Actually, in some applications where each impression may turn
into more than one event, a more appropriate model may be
NE;iðkÞ � Poisson nI;iðkÞpi

� �
. However, for sufficiently large values of

nI;iðkÞ and small values of nI;iðkÞpi we know from the Central Limit
Theorem that the binomial and Poisson models are virtually
identical, so in practice it makes no difference which model we
use. To describe the value generation subsystem in a convenient
input–output form, we propose an event volume model
nE;iðkÞ ¼ pinI;iðkÞ 1þϵE;iðkÞ

� �
, where ϵE;iðkÞ is an independent random

variable with mean zero and variance σ2
E;i ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pinI;iðkÞ

p
. The value

added to the campaign from segment i is given by the number of
events times the monetary value per event vE. Putting things
together yields

viðkÞ ¼ vEpi 1þϵE;iðkÞ
� �

nI;iðkÞ: ð14Þ

Conversion Latency captures the time delay from a served ad
impression to a measured event. It models the fact that Internet
users often do not respond to a seen ad immediately. For
impressions and clicks, the latency is almost exactly the data flow
delay from ad serving system to control system. This delay is often
somewhere between 15 min and an hour. For conversions, on the
other hand, the latency may be in the order of hours or days. Fig. 4
w-latency events, while Campaign 2 is characterized by long-latency events.
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provides representative examples of the latency distribution for
two different ad campaigns. Each plot is a histogram of the
number of events with a certain latency.

For Campaign 1 we see that all events have a latency of at most
a few hours, while for Campaign 2 there are many events with a
latency of 100–150 h, or more. For Campaign 2 we also see a
decaying 24 h-periodic pattern, which is an artifact of Internet
user behavior. For example, a user may have seen an ad at 8am on
day 1. If the user does not respond to the ad right away, it is more
likely (if at all) that the user responds after 24 h rather than
sooner. The latency distribution from one campaign to another
may differ a lot, but tends to be approximately the same across
segments within one campaign. Regardless, an accurate model of
the latency is quite complex and a priori unknown. Meanwhile,
since the model must be estimated online with a poor initial
estimate, we recommend a very simple model structure, e.g., a
first order linear and time-invariant model that can be expressed
by

yvalue;iðkÞ ¼ hlatencyðqÞviðkÞ; ð15Þ
where hlatency(q) is a first order linear function of the shift operator
q defined by qviðkÞ ¼ viðkþ1Þ.

Cost Latency describes the relationship between actual cost ci(k)
and measured cost ycost;iðkÞ, and is dictated by the time it takes to
identify highest competing bids, sum them up, and feed the
summed value to the control system. This delay is relatively short
and is modeled by a simple one-step time delay; i.e.,

ycost;iðkÞ ¼ ciðk�1Þ: ð16Þ
Having modeled each subsystem separately, we now consider

their interconnection.
A Campaign Model is obtained by combining the above sub-

system models. Simply adjoin the subsystem input–output rela-
tionships defined by (11)–(16) and sum the segment-level outputs
over all segments:

nIðkÞ ¼ hseasðkÞhimps u; pi; b
⋆
i ; ϵp̂ ;i; ϵb⋆ ;i; ϵI;i; 8 i

� �
vðkÞ ¼ hseasðkÞhvalue u; pi; b

⋆
i ; ϵp̂ ;i; ϵb⋆ ;i; ϵI;i; ϵE;i; 8 i

� �
cðkÞ ¼ hseasðkÞhcost u; pi; b

⋆
i ; ϵp̂ ;i; ϵb⋆ ;i; ϵI;i; 8 i

� �

where (under the assumption pi 1þϵp̂ ;iðkÞ
� �

40)

himps �ð Þ ¼
X
i

I

uðkÞZ
b
⋆
i 1þ ϵ

b⋆ ;i
ðkÞ

� �
pi 1þ ϵp̂ ;i ðkÞð Þ

8<
:

9=
;
ntot
I;i 1þϵI;iðkÞ
� � ð17Þ

hvalue �ð Þ ¼ vE
X
i

pi 1þϵE;iðkÞ
� �

I

uðkÞZ
b
⋆
i 1þ ϵ

b⋆ ;i
ðkÞ

� �
pi 1þ ϵp̂ ;i ðkÞð Þ

8<
:

9=
;
ntot
I;i 1þϵI;iðkÞ
� �

ð18Þ

hcost �ð Þ ¼
X
i

b
⋆
i 1þϵb⋆ ;iðkÞ
� �

I

uðkÞZ
b
⋆
i 1þ ϵ

b⋆ ;i
ðkÞ

� �
pi 1þ ϵp̂ ;i ðkÞð Þ

8<
:

9=
;
ntot
I;i 1þϵI;iðkÞ
� �

ð19Þ
The measured outputs are obtained by applying the latency
dynamics yvalueðkÞ ¼ hlatencyðqÞvðkÞ and ycostðkÞ ¼ cðk�1Þ.

The expressions for himps �ð Þ, hvalue �ð Þ, and hcost �ð Þ are intimidating
at first, but provide a wealth of insights helping us to understand
the optimization and control problem. For example, the model
demonstrates how the statistical properties of error signals ϵp̂ ;iðkÞ,
ϵb⋆ ;iðkÞ, ϵE;iðkÞ translate into different statistical properties of v(k),
c(k), nI(k), and rðkÞ ð ¼ vðkÞ=cðkÞÞ.
With known empirical or estimated distributions of all cam-
paign model parameters (latency and seasonality parameters,
highest competing bid prices, error distributions, etc.), the plant
model is immediately useful during the design of a feedback
controller: Given the above distributions, we can estimate bounds
on the effective steepness (or “plant gain”) of hvalue �ð Þ and hcost �ð Þ as
functions of u, and bounds on the parameters describing the
latency and seasonality distributions. The control problem can
then be expressed in the framework of robust control, where
performance, stability, and robustness is traded against each other.

On the other hand, since the properties of ϵp̂ ;iðkÞ are heavily
dependent on the event rate estimation algorithm we design, we
can influence the plant behavior in a positive way by selecting an
estimation algorithm with good properties. Good properties lead
to a well-behaved interconnected system that solves the over-
arching optimization problem with high performance (biðkÞ ¼
uðkÞp̂iðkÞ � uoptp), stability, and desired level of robustness.

Note, there are many important properties of estimation algo-
rithms to consider beyond e.g. bias and variance. For example, sup-
pose estimation algorithms A and B result in error processes that can
be modeled by ϵAp̂ ;iðkÞ ¼ωðkÞ and ϵBp̂ ;iðkÞ ¼ 0:8ϵBp̂ ;iðk�1Þþ0:6ωðkÞ,
respectively, where ωðkÞ is independent and identically distributed
with mean zero and variance one. It is easy to show that E ϵAp̂ ;iðkÞ

� �
¼ E ϵBp̂ ;iðkÞ
� �

¼ 0 and Var ϵAp̂ ;iðkÞ
� �

¼ Var ϵBp̂ ;iðkÞ
� �

¼ 1, while Cov

ϵAp̂ ;iðkÞ; ϵAp̂ ;iðk�1Þ
� �

¼ 0 and Cov ϵBp̂ ;iðkÞ; ϵBp̂ ;iðk�1Þ
� �

¼ 0:48. That is,

event rate estimates p̂A
i ðkÞ and p̂B

i ðkÞ are both unbiased and have
identical variance, but they have very different auto-covariance
which may suggest one of the estimators is superior for an inte-
grated system. There may be other similarities and differences
between the estimators that should also be considered, for example
related to higher order statistical moments, but the key message is
that the system-level impact must be considered when designing
subcomponents for an online advertising optimization system.

Furthermore, to the extent competing campaigns are also
managed by us, it is appropriate to use insights obtained from the
model to come up with bidding strategies that promote a healthy
interaction across campaigns and a sound overall network beha-
vior, and not only good behavior for our first campaign. Under all
circumstances, the campaigns and segments in reality do not
operate in a vacuum, and there is plenty of coupling across the
network. For example, to a lesser or larger degree, the ad delivery
in segment i impacts the delivery in a segment j since our bidder
changing bi(k) may trigger a competing bidder to change their bids
in multiple segments causing a change of b⋆j ðkÞ (the highest
competing bid in a different segment), etc.

To further enhance our appreciation of the plant behavior and
contrast some results in Section 2.1, it can be shown that with the
bidding strategy bi ¼ up̂i (rather than bi¼upi), c¼ cðuÞ and v¼ vðuÞ
remain monotonic (non-decreasing) functions while r¼ rðuÞ
potentially is non-monotonic. It is trivial to prove monotonicity of
hvalue ¼ hvalue uð Þ and hcost ¼ hcost uð Þ in the presence of event rate
estimation error. However, with non-zero event rate estimation
error ϵp̂ ;i we can easily construct examples where r(u) is
decreasing in some intervals of u, and increasing in others. Indeed,
the monotonicity proof for r(u) in Appendix B relies on bi¼upi.

Clearly, himps uð Þ, hvalue uð Þ, and hcost uð Þ (and therefore also nI(u),
v(u), c(u), and r(u)) are, strictly speaking, staircase functions. The
significance of this fact and whether we can ignore the dis-
continuities depends on the density and height of each step spe-
cified by (17)–(19).

To proceed with this assessment, we can either use a bottom-up
or a top-down approach. In the bottom-up approach we analyze
empirical distributions of all campaign model parameters, such as
highest competing bid prices, error distributions, etc. (as



Fig. 5. Two representative examples of impression volume himps uð Þ versus control signal u showing what is the expected number of impressions for different values of the
control signal u. Campaign A is a well-behaved campaign with an approximately smooth relationship while Campaign B is a challenging campaign with pronounced large
steps in the relationship.
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suggested earlier) to reconstruct or simulate plausible stair case
functions. On the other hand, in the top-down approach we con-
sider a short time interval and inspect all the price points at which
impressions were sold for different segments. From there we
reconstruct the stair case functions.

It is outside the scope of this paper to dig deep into this matter,
and we simply produce two sample staircase functions according
to the top-down approach based on empirical data. Fig. 5 shows
two representative examples of himps uð Þ, where each plot is pro-
duced based on one day's worth of impression data. As a side note,
since gathering and processing the low-level impression data is
computationally very expensive, it would not be feasible to pro-
duce the plots in run-time and at scale to a control system. Pro-
ducing and analyzing the plots is primarily useful for off-line
modeling.

Campaign A is nonlinear and discontinuous, but each individual
step in himps uð Þ is so small that the function in practice can be
treated as smooth. The slope of the curve (the plant gain), how-
ever, varies over a wide range. At a control signal of $3, the slope is
about 60,000 impressions/$, while at a control signal of $12, the
slope is close to zero.

Campaign B, on the other hand, has some very distinct large
isolated steps as a result of dominant segments. This means that
for a campaign delivery goal of, say, 90,000 impressions, there
exists no fixed control signal maintaining the delivery goal. The
only way to hit the goal, on average, is to alternate between under-
and over-pacing. This creates a volatile delivery of the campaign
and is likely to result in limit cycles or chaos of the closed-loop
system. Furthermore, a volatile delivery of Campaign B may also
create a ripple effect across the network since the volatility in our
bid prices and the impression allocation appears as volatile com-
peting bid prices and impression allocation to other campaigns. It
is natural to ask what the likelihood is to operate on a step. Note,
Campaigns A and B are both representative examples of adver-
tising campaigns. With this in mind, assume to a first order
approximation, that any delivery goal between 0 and 130,000 for
Campaign B is equally likely. Since the large step stretch from
approximately 60,000 to 110,000, there is a probability of about
5=13¼ 0:38 that the optimal operating point is on the step. In
other words, operating on a step far from a plateau is a quite likely
scenario.

Another important aspect of the steps in the plant relate to
how they move over time. Error term 1þϵb⋆ ;iðkÞ

� �
= 1þϵp̂ ;iðkÞ
� �

in
(17) shifts step i in the himps uð Þ plot horizontally, which for one of
the large steps could have a dramatic impact on the campaign
delivery, and in the extension, on the network behavior due to
ripple effects. Error term ϵI;iðkÞ scales step i in the plot vertically,
which in general leads to a less dramatic effect.

In addition to the shape, shifts, and scaling of the staircase
function, we must keep the feedback latency in mind. The latency
of c(k) and nI(k) is approximately zero, but if the value-bearing
event is a conversion the latency of v(k) may be in the order of
many hours or days, where the latency distribution is a priori
unknown and must be estimated online. Finally, since there is no
measured equivalence of r(k), it must be estimated by the con-
troller from yvalue(k) and ycost(k) while accounting for the latency
encoded in yvalue(k).

2.3. Challenges

The plant model developed in the previous section can be used
to identify challenges in solving the optimization problem defined
in Section 2.1. Some of these challenges are outlined in this sec-
tion, but while discussing these challenges keep in mind that for
scalability reasons we are only interested in a decoupled solution
where segment-level event rate estimation and campaign-level
feedback control are handled separately. Moreover, optimality
requires that each p̂i and u converge to, and remain near, pi and
uopt, respectively.

Consider first the segment-level event rate estimation. Com-
puting p̂iðkÞ is difficult for several reasons: The unknown pi is
usually very small (⪡1), which means a large number of impres-
sions is needed to observe an adequate number of events for
accurate event rate estimation. Meanwhile, an estimate p̂iðkÞ may
lead to a bid price biðkÞ ¼ uðkÞp̂iðkÞ that is not competitive enough
to win any impression at all, which precludes enhanced estima-
tion. Therefore, to win impressions, the event rate estimate is
often artificially inflated before the bid price is computed; how-
ever, the highest competitive bid price is unknown and the system
delay is at least one sample time. The end-result at time k may be
no awarded impression and no enhanced estimate, or alter-
natively, a very large number of awarded impressions with a
detrimental effect on the campaign-level ROI. An additional chal-
lenge springs from the unknown event latency. A small number of
generated events early on in a campaign may be the result of
either a small event rate or a long latency, so event rate and
latency distribution must be estimated simultaneously and the
estimation is an ill-conditioned regression problem until a suffi-
ciently long time-series of impression and event data is available.

Campaign-level feedback control is difficult for a number of
reasons, e.g. related to the imperfect segment-level event rate
estimates, the discontinuous input–output relationship of the
plant, the time-varying property of the plant, the unknown and



Fig. 6. Three examples of gamma probability density functions parameterized by
the shape and inverse scale parameters. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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vastly different plant gains and latency distributions, and finally
the dynamic coupling of bidders.

Poor or artificially inflated segment-level event rate estimates,
which are particularly common in the early phase of a campaign,
may lead to a non-monotone r(u) triggering a destabilizing posi-
tive feedback in the campaign-control loop. Furthermore, because
of the very small true event rates pi, it is commonplace that the
relative event rate estimation error ϵp̂ ;i, defined by p̂i ¼ pið1�ϵp̂ ;iÞ,
has a standard deviation of, say, 0.1 or more even days or weeks
into a campaign. This large relative error leads to significant hor-
izontal shifting of the steps in the functions defined by himps(u),
hvalue(u), and hcost(u), and frequently causes dramatic and alter-
nating delivery spikes and dips in the campaign-level feedback
signals.

The auction-based allocation of impressions implies that
himps(u), hvalue(u), and hcost(u) describe staircase functions, which
translates into input–output relationships of the plant that are
discontinuous. This makes the vast majority of results in the
control theory literature non-applicable. Moreover, the distribu-
tion of b⋆i =p̂i's and nI;i's dictates the density and height of the steps
in the staircase functions and may vary a lot from one campaign to
the next. A staircase for some campaigns, and in some intervals of
u, inclines rapidly. For other campaigns, or in other price intervals
for the same campaign, the incline is virtually zero. So, even in the
best case scenario, where the plant input–output relationship is
approximately smooth thanks to a large number of small steps, the
effective and a priori unknown plant gain (defined by the rate of
incline) may be very small or very large.

It is well-known that the stability of a closed-loop system is
tightly coupled to the relationship between plant and controller
gains due to the Nyquist stability criterion. Hence, since the plant
gain for a campaign varies across campaigns and price points, and
over time, it is necessary to estimate the effective plant gain
adaptively. However, the direct or indirect estimation of a plant
gain is a difficult problem since it requires persistent excitation [3].
It is particularly difficult when the underlying true plant is dis-
continuous. We deal with an extreme plant where the slope,
strictly speaking, is either zero or infinity, which compounded
with the various noise described earlier makes the control and
estimation problem especially challenging.

The common scenario where no fixed point solution exists is
related to the staircase plant. This scenario is present when
the desired delivery is between two steps. As pointed out in
Section 2.1, the optimal solution is to make use of fractional bid-
ding, but the provided formula (10) for computing the optimal
fraction (or, bid allocation) requires segment level information to a
degree and accuracy that is not practically possible.

One more perspective of the discontinuous plant relates to
time-varying competitive bids. The highest competitive bid may
change gracefully or abruptly as a result of other bidders entering
or leaving the competition, or simply because of fluctuations in
their event rate estimates or control signals.

The time-varying (approximately periodic) pattern in Internet
traffic, and sometimes in competing bids, makes optimal bidding
and smooth delivery of the campaign budget difficult. Since a too
fast or a too slow delivery of a campaign budget near the traffic
peak one day is difficult to compensate for until the following day
because of many hours of very low traffic.

Finally, the unknown event latency distribution contributes to
the complexity of campaign-level control in a manner similar to
segment-level event rate estimation. Since a small number of
generated events early on in a campaign may be the result of
either a small actual event rate or a long latency, the estimated
total ROI r must account for the latency. Indeed, ROI r and latency
distribution hlatency(q) must be estimated simultaneously based on
yvalue and ycost and is an ill-conditioned estimation problem.
3. Randomized bidding

3.1. Gamma distribution

The gamma distribution from mathematical statistics is a
continuous probability distribution with parameters α and β. If the
random variable B follows the gamma distribution, then we write
B�Gammaðα;βÞ. The probability density function of b is given by

f bjα;β� �¼ βα

ΓðαÞb
α�1e�βb

for bZ0, where ΓðαÞ is the gamma function defined by
ΓðαÞ ¼ R1

0 e� t tα�1dt. Parameters α40 and β40 are referred to
as shape and inverse scale. The expected value of B is EðBÞ ¼ α=β,
while the variance is VarðBÞ ¼ α=β2.

Fig. 6 shows three examples of gamma probability density
functions. Note that the density functions corresponding to the
black and red curves have the same expected values, while the
black curve has a larger variance.

The probability that B is larger than or equal to b⋆ is obtained
by integrating f bjα;β� �

from b⋆ to infinity; i.e.,

Prob BZb⋆
� �¼ Z 1

b⋆

βα

ΓðαÞB
α�1e�βBdB: ð20Þ

Moreover, if B�Gammaðα;βÞ, then Bβ�Gammaðα;1Þ [9].
Hence,

Prob BZb⋆
� �¼ Prob BβZb⋆β

� �
¼ Prob ~BZb⋆β

� �
; ð21Þ

where ~B �Gammaðα;1Þ, which is used extensively in Section 4.

3.2. Heisenberg bidding

The idea of using bid randomization for improved control and
estimation in applications involving a large number of auctions
was proposed in [17]. It was coined Heisenberg bidding as a catch
phrase to illustrate how its impact on bidding superficially
resembles the tunneling effect in quantum mechanics. The ana-
logue in auctions is that an otherwise non-competitive bid may
outbid a nominally higher bid.

Heisenberg bidding operates by randomly perturbing a nominal
bid price bp according to a distribution defined by bp and a bid
uncertainty bu, to generate a final bid price b used in the market
clearing, where b is a realization of a random variable B. Heisen-
berg bidding can be implemented with other probability



Fig. 7. Three examples of gamma probability density functions parameterized by
the nominal bid price bp and the bid uncertainty bu.

Fig. 8. The impact of using bid uncertainty on Campaign B in Fig. 5. Note that the
nominal control signal versus impression volume relationship is discontinuous only
when the uncertainty signal equals zero.
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distributions, but in this paper it is defined by

B�Gamma
1

b2u
;

1

bpb
2
u

 !
if bp; bu40 ð22Þ

and B¼ bp, otherwise. Note, in terms of the shape parameter α and
the inverse scale parameter β, Heisenberg bidding with the
gamma distribution is given by α≔1=b2u and β≔1=ðbpb2uÞ. It follows
that E Bð Þ ¼ bp and Var Bð Þ ¼ b2pb

2
u. With the proposed para-

meterization bu defines the unit-less relative standard deviation of
B; i.e., StdðBÞ=EðBÞ, where StdðBÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VarðBÞ

p
.

Fig. 7 shows the same three examples of gamma distributions
as in Fig. 6, but here the distributions are parameterized by bp and
bu. The bid uncertainty bu defines the level of perturbation of the
nominal bid. If bu¼0 there is no perturbation at all.

3.3. Sample use cases

Heisenberg bidding is versatile and can be used in many ways.
In Section 4 we demonstrate how it is valuable for efficient
exploration and exploitation (including event rate estimation). The
algorithm provides ongoing exploration of low-performing bid-
ders while reliably exploiting high-performers. Moreover, it is
adaptive and robust to gradual dynamic changes in the competi-
tive landscape, and less prone to undesired impression volume
spikes than conventional techniques, since it never artificially
inflates all bids to a high level that may exceed a highest com-
peting bid for a large number of impressions.

Another use case of Heisenberg bidding is to implement the
fractional bidding in (10) without making use of sub-campaign
information. This is accomplished by computing a nominal control
signal up(k) using feedback control like before, but to supplement
it with a small control signal uncertainty uu(k). The final control
signal u is generated for each impression request as a realization of
the random variable U, where U �Gamma 1=u2

u;1= upu2
u

� �� �
, and

used to calculate the bid price according to bi ¼ up̂i. Since u is a
randomly generated value, bi is sometimes larger and sometimes
smaller than b⋆i , effectively resulting in fractional bidding. While
the perturbation applies to all segments i, as long as uu is suffi-
ciently small and up � uopt , the fractional bidding is significant only
in the segment where bi � b⋆i , which happens to be the segment
among those where we are competitive with the lowest ROI
impressions. This is the segment, which in Section 2.1 was denoted
i0. Hence, with good choices of up and uu we obtain

ai ¼ Prob Up̂iZb⋆i
� �� 1; if i¼ 1;…; i0 �1

0; if i¼ i0 þ1; i0 þ2;…

(

and where ai0 is approximately the bid allocation value given for
segment i0 in (10).
Heisenberg bidding may also be used more generally to smoothen
the otherwise discontinuous input–output relationships of the plant
and remove the extreme plant gains (turn infinite plant gains finite,
and zero plant gains non-zero), thereby improving the conditions for
feedback control. This is illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows the result of
adding the dimension of uncertainty signal uu to Campaign B in Fig. 5.
Note, how the input–output relationship of the plant can be made
arbitrarily smooth and effectively linear with a sufficiently large value
of uu. From a control design perspective, the use case of increasing
and decreasing the plant gain is a valuable complement to the more
common technique in adaptive control of adjusting only the con-
troller gain. Ultimately, the closed loop performance and stability
depends on the loop gain, which is the product of controller and
plant gains. However, keep in mind there is a trade-off involved since
the improved condition for feedback control also means an increasing
number of bids are submitted far from the optimal upi, resulting in
undesirable fractional bidding in segments other than i0.

With some amount of Heisenberg bidding applied to a bidder's
nominal bid, the bidder detects a competing bid that is
approaching bi from below or above gradually rather than
abruptly. This helps to prevent sudden impression spikes and dips
and means the bid randomization may improve the performance
and robustness of a time-varying network.

All in all, Heisenberg bidding facilitates a harmonic interaction
among bidders and makes it easier to deal with many of the
challenges described in Section 2.3.
4. Exploration and exploitation

4.1. Problem formulation

The objective is to estimate an event rate p in a network of
bidding agents in a manner that ensures ongoing low cost rein-
forced learning, facilitates a harmonic interaction with other bid-
ders, and gracefully handles system delays and dynamic compe-
titive landscapes.

Reinforced learning in the context of auction-based networks is
often described in terms of so-called exploration and exploitation:
The bidding strategy should, on one hand, properly reflect the best
current estimate of the event rate to maximize the expected short
term value (exploitation). On the other hand, it should support
ongoing learning (exploration) to maximize the expected long
term value. The exploration requires some relatively high bids for
impressions that appear to have low ROI. In particular, in order to
win impressions and observe events necessary to improve the
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event rate estimate, some bids may need to be higher than
b¼ uoptp̂, where p̂ is our best current estimate of p.

Trading exploration and exploitation is a challenging problem.
The vast majority of solutions proposed over the years make
unrealistic assumptions such as zero system delay, constant p,
static competitive landscape, infinite time horizon, and no objec-
tive beyond exploration and exploitation. Many or all of these
assumptions are violated in real problems. Indeed, in an online
advertising system the actuator and measurement delays com-
monly sum to at least a few minutes but sometimes to an hour or
more. Furthermore, the underlying true event rate, as well as the
competing bids, normally change over time. Also, all real appli-
cations have a finite time horizon, and very often the event rate
estimator system is integrated with, e.g., a control system, intro-
ducing a dynamic interaction between the subsystems that cannot
be disregarded.

In this section we propose a solution to one part of the opti-
mization problem defined in Section 2.1. In particular, we develop
an algorithm to compute p̂ (where we have dropped subscript i to
avoid unnecessary clutter). The algorithm is designed to address
some of the challenges discussed in Section 2.3, e.g., enable a
harmonic interaction with other bidders and handle modest sys-
tem delays and dynamic competitive landscapes. Our solution
makes use of randomized bidding (Section 3) and demonstrates
one use case of Heisenberg bidding.

4.2. Bayesian event rate estimation

We first derive an optimal Bayesian event rate estimator to
show that the exploration and exploitation algorithm presented
later is more than just a convenient choice and to tie together the
principle of Heisenberg bidding with the proposed algorithm for
exploration and exploitation.

Suppose the event volume nE(k) is a realization of the random
variable NEðkÞ � BinomialðnIðkÞ; pÞ, which under the assumption
nIðkÞZ100 and nIðkÞpr10 by virtue of the Central Limit Theorem
[9] can be well approximated using a Poisson distribution

NEðkÞ � Poisson nIðkÞpð Þ: ð23Þ
Consider one pair of observations nI and nE and leave out the

time index k until later. The probability mass function of nE based
on the Poisson model is given by

f nE jnI ; pð Þ ¼ ðnIpÞnE e�nIp

nE!
:

Given a prior belief function πðpÞ for p, we proceed by using Bayes
rule to determine a posterior πðpjnI ;nEÞ that incorporates the
evidence of p encoded in nI and nE.

Since the conjugate prior of the Poisson probability mass
function is given by the gamma probability density function, we
assume that the prior belief function πðpÞ is given by
Gammaðα0;β0Þ. A standard application of Bayes rule π pjnI ;nEð Þ ¼
f nE jnI ; pð Þf pjnIð Þ=f nE jnIð Þ shows that pjnI ;nE �Gamma α0þnE ;ð
β0þnIÞ. This update scheme applies recursively for each new set of
measurements nIðkÞ;nEðkÞ, k¼ 1;2;…. Therefore,

pjnIð1 : kÞ;nEð1 : kÞ �Gamma α0þ
Xk
i ¼ 1

nEðiÞ;β0þ
Xk
i ¼ 1

nIðiÞ
 !

;

or equivalently by defining the shape and inverse scale parameters
as a time-invariant Markov process with state ½αðkÞ;βðkÞ�T

αðkÞ
βðkÞ

" #
¼

αðk�1Þ
βðk�1Þ

" #
þ

nEðkÞ
nIðkÞ

" #
;

and initialized by ½αð0Þ;βð0Þ�T ¼ α0;β0


 �T , the posterior distribu-
tion of p at time k is given by GammaðαðkÞ;βðkÞÞ.
However, if the unknown p might be slowly varying, it is
necessary to discount old observations and rely more on recent
observations in the estimator. We do this by introducing a memory
loss specified by a forgetting factor λ, where 0oλo1. In parti-
cular, we adopt the following revised update scheme according to
αðkÞ ¼ λkα0þ

Pk
i ¼ 1 λ

k� inEðiÞ and βðkÞ ¼ λkβ0þ
Pk

i ¼ 1 λ
k� inIðiÞ. This

leads to the posterior distribution

pjnIð1 : kÞ;nEð1 : kÞ �Gamma λkα0þ
Xk
i ¼ 1

λk� inEðiÞ; λkβ0þ
Xk
i ¼ 1

λk� inIðiÞ
 !

;

or, in recursive form:

αðkÞ ¼ λαðk�1ÞþnEðkÞ ð24Þ

βðkÞ ¼ λβðk�1ÞþnIðkÞ ð25Þ
The posterior expected loss given a squared loss function

of Lðp; p̂Þ ¼ ðp� p̂ðkÞÞ2 is defined by

Eπðpj nI ð1:kÞ;nEð1:kÞÞðLðp; p̂ÞÞ ¼
Z 1

0
ðp� p̂ðkÞÞ2π pjnIð1 : kÞ;nEð1 : kÞð Þdp

Minimizing Eπðpj nI ð1:kÞ;nEð1:kÞÞðLðp; p̂ÞÞ with respect to p̂ðkÞ yields

p̂ðkÞ ¼ αðkÞ
βðkÞ: ð26Þ

This incorporates all available evidence into the estimate and
defines the optimal Bayesian event rate estimate. The posterior
variance σ̂2 of p at time k is defined by σ̂2ðkÞ ¼ Varπðpj nI ð1:kÞ;nEð1:kÞÞðpÞ,
which for the gamma posterior distribution implies that

σ̂2ðkÞ ¼ αðkÞ
β2ðkÞ

:

It is insightful to plug the closed form expressions for αðkÞ and
βðkÞ into the estimators p̂ðkÞ and σ̂2ðkÞ and explore their depen-
dency of the observations. In particular, suppose for a moment
that no impression or event data is recorded after time k0, where
k0ok. Then αðkÞ ¼ λk�k0αðk0Þ and βðkÞ ¼ λk�k0βðk0Þ, which leads to

p̂ðkÞ ¼ p̂ðk0Þ
σ̂2ðkÞ ¼ λk

0 �kσ̂2ðk0Þ4 σ̂2ðk0Þ:
In other words, the event rate point estimate p̂ðkÞ remains
unchanged, while the variance σ̂2ðkÞ gradually increases whenever
no impression or event data is recorded. This is an intuitive result,
but also a key property utilized in the exploration and exploitation
algorithm presented next.

In conclusion, the event rate estimator is defined by the second
order, nonlinear, and time-invariant difference equation given by
(24)–(26).

4.3. Principle idea

The basic idea of the proposed exploration and exploitation
algorithm is to implement Bayesian event rate estimator (24)–(26)
using the sample rate of the impression and event volume data
flow (e.g. with new data every 5 or 15 min), and to use the Hei-
senberg bidding mechanism (22) for each individual impression
request (aka auction) to generate a bid price from the most up-to-
date posterior distribution of the event rate. Because the total
number of impression requests per hour and segment in online
advertising tends to be large and in the order of thousands or
millions, the end result is practically a continuum of bids with the
highest density of bids at or near the Bayesian expected event rate.

The state variables αðkÞ and βðkÞ of the Bayesian estimator
separately give no indication of what the true event rate is and
provide little value to an operations engineer monitoring the
system. For that reason and to simplify the integration with a
potential control adjustment u(k), we recommend the output of



Fig. 10. Qualitative illustration of how the bid distribution evolves for a low-per-
forming bidder. The distribution eventually reaches an equilibrium where a small
number of impressions are awarded to support reinforced learning.
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the estimator to be the posterior expected value and relative
standard deviation ½bpðkÞ; buðkÞ�, which are determined uniquely
and one-to-one from ½αðkÞ;βðkÞ�. Note, in Section 3.2 and (22), we
refer to ½bpðkÞ; buðkÞ� as the nominal bid price and bid uncertainty.
In other words, the output of the estimator is

bpðkÞ ¼ αðkÞ=βðkÞ ð27Þ

buðkÞ ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αðkÞ

p
ð28Þ

where αðkÞa0 and βðkÞa0. In an integrated system consisting of a
segment-level estimator (or, exploration and exploitation algo-
rithm) and a campaign-level feedback controller, the output from
the estimator typically is p̂iðkÞ ¼ αiðkÞ=βiðkÞ and σ̂ iðkÞ ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αiðkÞ

p
,

while the output from the feedback controller is up(k) and uu(k).
The nominal bid price and bid uncertainty used for the bid ran-
domization can then be defined by bpðkÞ ¼ upðkÞp̂iðkÞ and
buðkÞ ¼ σ̂ iðkÞþuuðkÞ.

However, for the remainder of this paper we only discuss
exploration and exploitation and assume upðkÞ ¼ 1 and uuðkÞ ¼ 0.
To save space we therefore do not explicitly spell out the mapping
(27)–(28), but remind the reader that the mapping is used in any
practical implementation for the reasons explained above.

To illustrate the basic principle of Heisenberg bidding-based
exploration and exploitation, consider two bidders A and B that
are interested in the same impressions. Each one is submitting
bids according to a bid distribution updated using the above
Bayesian update scheme, where each impression is awarded to the
highest final bid. Denote A's event rate pA and B's event rate pB,
and suppose the value of each event of interest (e.g. impression,
click, or conversion) for both bidders equals one.

Fig. 9 illustrates how the bid distribution of A evolves if pA is
larger than pB. The red area shows the approximate probability of
bidder A to win an auction. The Bayesian estimator ensures that
the average bid price converges to pA (4pB). The large value of pA
results in the bidder being awarded the majority of impressions,
implying that the confidence in the estimated value for pA grows
and the posterior distribution of pA becomes increasingly spiky.

Fig. 10 illustrates how the bid distribution of A evolves if A is lower
performing than B. The Bayesian estimator ensures that the average
bid price converges to pA (opB). The relatively low value of pA may
temporarily result in no impressions being awarded, but the variance-
increasing property of the estimator ensures that an equilibrium is
eventually reached, where a few impressions are awarded to A.
Fig. 9. Qualitative illustration of how the bid distribution evolves for a high-per-
forming bidder. The distribution becomes increasingly spiky. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this
paper.)
It should be clear from the above illustrations how bidder A
adapts its bidding gracefully if a new bidder C enters the compe-
tition at a high price point, or if bidder B for whatever reason
changes its bidding (perhaps due to its ads' time-varying perfor-
mance or as a result of control signal adjustments).

4.4. Preliminary algorithm and analysis

The basic functionality of the proposed exploration and
exploitation algorithm is obtained by simply implementing
Eqs. (24)–(25). However, this basic form of the algorithm leads to a
numerically unstable nominal bid price bpðkÞ ¼ αðkÞ=βðkÞ and an
unbounded bid uncertainty buðkÞ ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αðkÞ

p
if no impressions and

events are observed for a long time. While the variance growing
property is a key aspect of the algorithm, unstable and unbounded
signals are not. Instability and unboundedness are easily avoided
by introducing a small drift term in the state update equation to
drive the state away from the origin. A sensible choice of this drift
ensures that its impact is insignificant when a modest number of
impressions and events are observed.

We propose a drift term that is proportional to the initial state
according to ð1�γÞ½α0;β0�T , where γ is a constant less than but very
close to one. Note that if the a priori event rate estimate is, say, 10�4

and the a priori uncertainty is 1 (i.e., 100%), then the initial state,
by virtue of relationships (27)–(28) is ½α0;β0�T ¼ ½1=b2uð0Þ;
1=ðbpð0Þb2uð0ÞÞ�T ¼ ½1;104�T . When this is multiplied by 1�γ and
added to the state, the algorithm is protected against unbounded
signals with an insignificant impact to the state evolution as soon as a
modest number of impressions and events are observed. This leads to
Exploration and Exploitation Algorithm I:

Algorithm 4.1 (Exploration and Exploitation Algorithm I). Given
parameters γ, λ, initial state ½αð0Þ;βð0Þ�T ¼ ½α0;β0�T , and measure-
ments nIðkÞ;nEðkÞ; compute for k¼ 1;2;…

αðkÞ
βðkÞ

" #
¼ γλ

αðk�1Þ
βðk�1Þ

" #
þð1�γÞ

α0

β0

" #
þ

nEðkÞ
nIðkÞ

" #
ð29Þ

B�Gamma αðkÞ;βðkÞ� � ð30Þ

Again, by design α0, β0, and γ are chosen so that the bias term
can be neglected when the exploration and exploitation has
reached steady state.



Fig. 11. Graphical representation of the fixed point solution of Heisenberg bidding
based Exploration & Exploitation. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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As usual, b⋆ denotes the highest competing bid price and
ntotI the total number of available impressions in each time interval
k. To analyze the dynamics of the algorithm we assume for sim-
plicity that b⋆, ntotI , and p are constant. Difference equation (29),
which appears to be linear, is actually a concealed nonlinear
equation since nE(k) and nI(k) depend on the state αðk�1Þ and
βðk�1Þ in a nonlinear fashion. To understand the dependency,
recall first the distributions of the three involved random variables:

NEðkÞ � Binomial nIðkÞ; pð Þ; ð31Þ

NIðkÞ � Binomial ntot
I ;Prob BZb⋆

� �� �
; ð32Þ

B�Gamma αðk�1Þ;βðk�1Þ� �
; ð33Þ

where Prob BZb⋆
� �

≔ProbðBZb⋆ jαðk�1Þ;βðk�1ÞÞ. Note how the
random variables are related: Event volume nE(k) depends on
impression volume nI(k), which depends on Prob BZb⋆

� �
, which

depends on the state αðk�1Þ and βðk�1Þ. Furthermore αðk�1Þ and
βðk�1Þ depend on nEðk�1Þ and nIðk�1Þ according to (29), which
closes the feedback loop of a stochastic difference equation invol-
ving two probability mass functions and one probability density
function.

Solving the second order, nonlinear, and stochastic difference
equation defined by (29)–(32) is an open research problem;
however, a lot can be learned by solving a deterministic and par-
tially linearized approximation of this dynamical system. The
solution to the approximate dynamics may also be validated in
simulations and experiments.

Express nE(k) and nI(k) as their expected values plus additive
noise

nEðkÞ ¼ nIðkÞpþϵEðkÞ
nIðkÞ ¼ ntot

I ðkÞProb BZb⋆
� �þϵIðkÞ;

where ϵEðkÞ and ϵIðkÞ satisfy EðϵEðkÞÞ ¼ EðϵIðkÞÞ ¼ 0, VarðϵEðkÞÞ ¼
nIðkÞpð1�pÞ and VarðϵIðkÞÞ ¼ ntot

I ðkÞProb BZb⋆
� �

1�Prob BZb⋆
� �� �

.
As a first approximation, replace nI(k) and nE(k) in (29)–(30)

with their expected values. For sufficiently large values of λ and γ,
we expect this approximation to be harmless. We obtain

αðkÞ
βðkÞ

" #
¼ γλ

αðk�1Þ
βðk�1Þ

" #
þð1�γÞ

α0

β0

" #
þ p

1

� 
ntot
I Prob BZb⋆

� �
:

On the other hand, Prob BZb⋆
� �¼ R1

b⋆ β
αxα�1e�βxdx=ΓðαÞ, see

(20), where in the integral equation the abbreviated notation α≔
αðk�1Þ and β≔βðk�1Þ is used to avoid clutter. Moreover, (21)
asserts that ProbðBZb⋆Þ ¼ Probð ~BZb⋆βÞ where ~B �Gamma α;1ð Þ,
and we recall from (26) that αðk�1Þ=βðk�1Þ ¼ p̂ðk�1Þ. It follows
that

Prob BZb⋆
� �¼ Z 1

b⋆α=p̂

1
ΓðαÞx

α�1e� xdx:

The event rate estimate p̂ðkÞ contains estimation error, which we
express p̂ðkÞ ¼ ð1þϵp̂ ðkÞÞp. Linearization of Prob BZb⋆

� �
at p̂ ¼ p

results in

Prob BZb⋆
� �¼ Z 1

b⋆α=p

1
ΓðαÞx

α�1e�xdxþaϵp̂ ðk�1ÞþOðϵp̂ ðk�1Þ2Þ;

where a is a linearization coefficient that depends on b⋆=p and α.
Our second approximation is to assume that the impact
from ϵp̂ ðk�1Þ is insignificant and that we can neglect both the
linear and all higher order terms of ϵp̂ ðk�1Þ. It can be shown that
the impact of ϵp̂ ðk�1Þ decreases rapidly as b⋆=p deviates from one.

The above approximations, ϵEðkÞ ¼ ϵIðkÞ ¼ ϵp̂ ðk�1Þ ¼ 0, lead to
two linearly dependent deterministic difference equations, which
are far easier to analyze than the original higher-dimensional
stochastic equations. In summary, we have arrived at the following
approximate model:

αðkÞ ¼ γλαðk�1Þþð1�γÞα0þpntot
I

Z 1

b⋆α=p

1
ΓðαÞx

α�1e�xdx ð34Þ

This equation does not have a closed form solution, but is well-
behaved and can be analyzed conveniently using graphical tech-
niques. We are interested in the fixed point and transient solutions
of the equation.

4.5. Fixed point solutions

The special cases where b⋆ ¼ 0, ntot
I ¼ 0, or p¼0 are trivial to

analyze starting with (29)–(32). The details are left to the reader.
The more common and interesting case applies when b⋆, ntotI ,

and p are non-zero. Begin the analysis by setting αðkÞ ¼
αðk�1Þ � α. Then rewrite (34) as an equality between a unit-less
linear left-hand equation and a unit-less nonlinear right-hand side
as follows:

�ð1�γÞα0

pntot
I

þð1�γλÞ
pntot

I
α¼

Z 1

b⋆α=p

1
ΓðαÞx

α�1e�xdx: ð35Þ

The unit-less representation makes the results easier to interpret
and allows us to develop a deeper intuition of the behavior of the
algorithm that is not dependent on specific parameter values. It
can be shown that this equation has a unique fixed point solution
(there would be a second trivial solution at α¼0 if γ¼1 since the
right-hand side integral surprisingly converges to zero(!) as α-0).

A great deal of insight about the fixed point solutions is gained
by drawing the left- and right-hand sides of (35) separately as
functions of α and identifying the intersecting point. This is done
in Fig. 11 for ntot

I ¼ 1000, λ¼0.975, γ¼0.99, b⋆ ¼ 0:02, and α0 ¼ 2:5.
In many real applications, ntotI is much larger then 1000. But the
chosen value makes it easier to understand the qualitative beha-
vior of the fixed point solutions. Inspect (35) to appreciate how the
fixed point solution depends on the value of ntotI . The left-hand
side equation is inversely proportional to ntotI , while the right-hand
side equation is independent of ntotI .

Each black curve in Fig. 11 represents the right-hand side of
(35) for a specific value of the ratio b⋆=p. Three of the black curves
have been tagged with “b⋆=p¼ 0:9”, etc. Each red line represents a
specific configuration of α0, λ, γ, p, and ntot

I . In fact, given the above
prescribed values of α0, λ, γ, and ntot

I , the red lines differ only in
terms of p. Two of the red lines have been tagged with “p¼ 1:1b⋆”,
etc. The intersection between a black curve and a red line for a
specific p is marked with a green dot, representing the fixed point
for a given configuration. Each fixed point is associated with a
value of α and a ‘% Awarded Impressions’, which is the probability
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the bidder wins an impression if the state has converged to the
fixed point.

Note how the black curve as a function of α converges to an
allocation of 0.5 when b⋆=p¼ 1, but how it rapidly approaches 1
(or 0) when b⋆=p is only slightly less than (or larger than) one. The
curves reach 1 or 0 only at the limit α-1, so the fixed point
allocation which is defined by the intersecting point is close to, but
never identically, 0 or 1. In other words, if p is slightly less than b⋆,
then a very small (but non-zero) allocation of impressions is
awarded to the bidder. If p is slightly larger than b⋆, then nearly all
impressions are allocated to the bidder. Furthermore, as p, ntot

I , λ,
or γ increase; the slope of the red line decreases and the inter-
secting point with the black curves happens at a larger value of α
with a percentage impression allocation closer to zero or one
depending on if p is smaller or larger than b⋆. This, in a nutshell,
illustrates the exploration–exploitation trade-off. The vast major-
ity of impressions are awarded to the highest performing bidder,
but a small number is awarded to lower performers for the pur-
pose of an ongoing learning and where the impression allocation
adapts to time-varying values of p, ntot

I , λ, γ, and b⋆ with no need of
human intervention.

Visually inspect the red lines and black curves in the figure, and
compare them with (35) to understand how the fixed point
depends on the known and unknown parameters. This allows you
to develop a good understanding of how the intersecting fixed
point moves as the parameter values change.

Further insight is gained by plotting the fixed point solutions in
terms of the expected number of awarded impressions ntot

I Prob
BZb⋆
� �

versus p=b⋆. This is done for ntot
I ¼ 10;000 and three

different values of b⋆ in Fig. 12. The right subplot shows in greater
detail the expected number of impressions for low-performing
bidders (p=b⋆o1). The take-away is, again, that a small fraction of
the impressions are awarded to the bidder if pob⋆, and that the
expected number of impressions grows with pob⋆ but remains
small until the ratio is very close to one. For example, if p¼ b⋆=2
then we may expect only between about 20 and 60 impressions
out of a total of 10,000 to be awarded to fuel the ongoing rein-
forced learning/exploration — a number that grows to a few
hundred impressions, at most, if p¼ 0:9b⋆, but rapidly to
approximately 10,000 when p=b⋆ exceeds one. The number of
awarded impressions increases as b⋆ decreases (for a constant
ratio of p=b⋆) as the result of the greater challenge of estimating a
smaller event rate.

Fig. 13 illustrates the above behavior for ntot
I ¼ 100;000 (with

λ¼0.975, γ¼0.99, and α0 ¼ 2:5) and shows how the number of
impressions awarded to a bidder with pob⋆ grows sub-linearly as
a function of ntotI . Indeed, while ntotI differs by a factor of ten
between the two examples, the number of impressions awarded to
a low-performing bidder increases by less than a factor of two.
Fig. 12. Graphical representation of the fixed point solution of Heisenberg biddi
Practically, this means the algorithm requires less custom-tuning
than many conventional algorithms.

As a final remark, the input measurement to Algorithm 4.1 for a
specific bidder consists exclusively of the impression and event
counts for the bidder itself. Thus it does not rely on the total
available impression volume ntotI , or the measurements or bids of
other bidders. The decentralized nature of the algorithm where no
information is exchanged among the different bidders besides
what is encoded in a bidder's own impression and event mea-
surements makes the system extremely scalable.

4.6. Transient behavior

Now consider the transient behavior of (34). The dynamics is
nonlinear without a closed form solution, but is described by a
first order difference equation and can therefore be analyzed
graphically using a cobweb plot [10]. The cobweb plot draws the
trajectory of αðkÞ by marking and connecting the coordinates
ðαð0Þ;αð1ÞÞ, ðαð1Þ;αð2ÞÞ, etc. It is an excellent tool for gaining
intuition on how a general nonlinear, but low-dimensional,
discrete-time dynamical system evolves for different parameter
configurations and initial conditions.

For example, Fig. 14 shows the transient behavior of αðkÞ when
α0 ¼ 2:5, λ¼0.975, γ¼0.99, b⋆ ¼ 0:05, and ntot

I ¼ 1;000;000 for two
different values of p. The top and bottom rows correspond to
p¼0.01 and p¼0.014, respectively. The left column shows the
cobweb plots in which the fixed point solutions are given by the
(unique) points along the red curve where αðkÞ ¼ αðkþ1Þ. The
center column shows the time series plot of αðkÞ, and the right
column shows the time-series plot of bu(k), where buðkÞ ¼
1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αðkÞ

p
.

In the case of p¼0.01 (top row), the initial value of α is slightly
smaller than the fixed point and instantaneously is mapped to a
value αð1Þ, which is larger than the fixed point. However, the
overshoot is modest and it does not take long until αðkÞ has
decreased to a value very close to the fixed point. Recall that the
fixed point represents a value where the trade-off between
exploration and exploitation has reached an equilibrium. For a
scenario where pob⋆ this corresponds to a state where a very
small number of impressions are awarded to our bidder. The good
behavior is confirmed in all three subplots.

In the case of p¼0.014 (bottom row), the mapping from α0 to
αð1Þ is more dramatic than in the first example. While the initial
values are identical in the two examples, the mappings defined by
(34), and the fixed points, are different resulting in a very different
transient behavior. The overshoot of αð1Þ is much larger and the
time it takes for αðkÞ to get close to the fixed point is much longer.
The long convergence time is evident in all three plots, but the
implication is best understood in the bu(k) plot. The small value of
ng based Exploration & Exploitation as a function of p=b⋆ for ntot
I ¼ 10;000.



Fig. 13. Graphical representation of the fixed point solution of Heisenberg bidding based Exploration & Exploitation as a function of p=b⋆ for ntot
I ¼ 100;000.

Fig. 14. Two representative examples of cobweb and time-series plots for Heisenberg Bidding-based Exploration and Exploitation Algorithm 1 (α0 ¼ 2:5, λ¼0.975, γ¼0.99,
b⋆ ¼ 0:05, and ntot

I ¼ 106). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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bu(k) for many hours is indicative of a spiky bid distribution, which
in this case where pob⋆ typically means no impressions at all are
awarded for 50 or more iterations. This is an undesirable behavior
since it means there is no exploration. Effectively, the bidder is
blindfolded and learns nothing about its performance.

With help of the cobweb plot we can understand the different
behaviors and thereafter devise an approach on how to prevent a
slow convergence. The red curves in the cobweb plots (left sub-
plots in Fig. 14) draw the dynamics defined by (34), which consists
of a linear and a nonlinear (integral) term. By inspection of the
equation, we verify that the integral term tends to be very large for
small values of α (except for extremely small values), but con-
verges to zero when α-1. On the other hand, the linear term
converges to zero when α-0 and grows unboundedly as α-1.
Consequently, the left segment of the curve is dominated by the
integral term and the right segment by the linear term. The red
curve is a function of several unknown parameters (p, nItot, and b⋆)
in addition to parameters set by us (γ, λ, and α0), and we do not
know a priori what the fixed point is or what is a good value of α0

to prevent slow convergence.
There are two factors causing the slow convergence in the

second example. First, the red curve grows rapidly as αðkÞ-0 and
as a result αðkþ1Þ is very large whenever αðkÞ is much smaller
than its fixed point solution. Preventing this is the topic of next
subsection. Secondly, the asymptote of the red curve for large
values of αðkÞ is very close to the black line tilted at 45°, which
means jαðkþ1Þ�αðkÞj is very small whenever αðkÞ is large. We
may reduce the slow convergence for large α by reducing the slope
of the asymptote, and since the slope equals γλ a natural choice is
to reduce λ.

However, as a word of caution, faster convergence is desired,
but there is no free lunch. A smaller value of λ leads to a higher
expected percentage of impressions being awarded to a bidder
with pob⋆ (see Section 4.5), hence is associated with a larger
exploration cost. Furthermore, a too small value of λ leads to a very
complex dynamics involving for example limit cycles, chaos, or
instability.

4.7. Enhanced algorithm

One important culprit of slow convergence as shown in the
bottom row of Fig. 14 is that αðkþ1Þ may overshoot the fixed point
by a lot if αðkÞ is much smaller than the fixed point. With a large
overshoot, the convergence down to the fixed point is slow since
the incremental steps αðkþ1Þ-αðkþ2Þ-⋯ are tiny. The physical
interpretation of the behavior is explained with help of Fig. 10,
which shows an example where pob⋆. Indeed, if αðkÞ is allowed
to increase by a large amount in a single update, then the bid
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distribution instantaneously becomes spiky (recall that
buðkÞ ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αðkÞ

p
). On the other hand, if p⪡b⋆ then the spiky dis-

tribution means approximately no impressions are awarded and
no events generated.

To reduce the risk of slow convergence without introducing
additional dynamics, which would make the dynamical analysis
more difficult, we propose one simple modification of Algorithm
4.1. We recommend imposing an upper bound in relative sense on
how much αðkÞ or βðkÞ are allowed to increase from time k to kþ1.
This is achieved by scaling nE(k) and nI(k) with a common multi-
plicative scaling factor before updating αðkÞ and βðkÞ. In particular,
introduce a parameter ρ41 specifying by what relative amount
βðkÞ is allowed to change from k to kþ1. This mechanism improves
the transient behavior of the estimator and is summarized in
Algorithm 4.2.

Algorithm 4.2 (Exploration and Exploitation Algorithm 2). Given
parameters γ, λ, ρ, initial state ½αð0Þ;βð0Þ�T ¼ ½α0;β0�T , and mea-
surements nIðkÞ;nEðkÞ; compute for k¼ 1;2;…

~nIðkÞ ¼min nIðkÞ;ρβiðkÞ
� �

~nCðkÞ ¼
~nIðkÞ
nIðkÞ

nCðkÞ; if nIðkÞ4 ~nIðkÞ

nCðkÞ; otherwise

8><
>:

αðkÞ
βðkÞ

" #
¼ γλ

αðk�1Þ
βðk�1Þ

" #
þð1�γÞ

α0

β0

" #
þ

~nCðkÞ
~nIðkÞ

" #

B�Gamma αðkÞ;βðkÞ� �

Fig. 15 shows how the transient behavior of the second exam-
ple in Fig. 14 is improved by the added mechanism. Besides the
bound on how much βðkÞ may change, we have here also reduced
the value of λ. In particular, in this example we use γ¼0.99,
b⋆ ¼ 0:05, α0 ¼ 2:5, ntot

I ¼ 1;000;000, ρ¼4, and λ¼0.8. The plots
speak for themselves, but compare the figure with the dynamics
described by (34) to better understand how parameter variations
may change the behavior.

4.8. Experimental results

Heisenberg bidding based exploration and exploitation [18] is
versatile and used in several applications beyond the advertise-
ment event rate estimation problem described in Section 2. We
shall give a few examples, but begin with the earliest application
and discuss this example in most detail.

The first application of Heisenberg bidding-based exploration
and exploitation was to automate and optimize the content pro-
motions on www.aol.com, a large web portal receiving millions of
page views daily and functioning as the entry point for many
Internet users consuming content within AOL's owned and
Fig. 15. Representative example of cobweb and time-series plots for Heisenberg Bidding-
ntot
I ¼ 106, p¼0.014, and ρ¼ 4).
operated properties (including familiar sites such as Huffington
Post and TechCrunch).

The algorithm maximizes the number of clicks in the, so-called,
Dynamic Lead, which is located in the upper left corner of the web
page and typically consists of 40 promotional slots. The Dynamic
Lead shows only one slot at a time, starting with slot 1 upon page
load and stepping forward to slots 2, 3, etc., every few seconds,
and eventually returning to slot 1 after slot 40. The optimization is
achieved by performing Heisenberg bidding based exploration and
exploitation on a content pool curated by editors. Individual con-
tents are added (published) to or removed (archived) from the
pool at the discretion of editors.

Each time a user loads www.aol.com, a random final bid is
generated for each available content based on its nominal bid price
(the optimal Bayesian event rate estimate) and bid uncertainty
(the posterior relative standard deviation of the event rate esti-
mate). The event in this application is a “click,” hence the event
rate is a click-through-rate (CTR). A market clearing mechanism
sorts the final bids in decaying order and identifies the content
promotions associated to the first 40 bids in the list. The first
content promotion is served in slot 1, the second in slot 2, and all
the way to slot 40. Consistent with the fixed point solution
determined in Section 4.5, the promotion served in slot 1 with the
highest final bid price is almost always the promotion with the
highest estimated CTR. The impression and click counts are
recorded and fed to the algorithm every five minutes and are used
to update the nominal bid price and bid uncertainty for each
bidder. Note that an impression for a content promotion is regis-
tered only if the user stays on the portal web page long enough for
the slot with the content promotion to be visible.

The initial state ½α0;β0�T was selected using empirical Bayesian
modeling, where we fitted a gamma distribution to a histogram of
CTR's computed from historical data from more than 1000 content
promotions. This is a one-time simple fitting exercise for each new
use case of the algorithm, and the result for the Dynamic Lead on
www.aol.com is shown in Fig. 16. Note the good fit between
historical CTR estimates and the gamma distribution, where the
end result is α0 ¼ 2:44 and β0 ¼ 263. It is not very important to
have a good fit since α0;β0 are only initial values of the state, but a
good choice of α0;β0 means the content initially beats the com-
petition just often enough to support the exploration and rein-
forced learning of the CTR of the content without resulting in a
high opportunity cost in the event the content turns out to be low-
performing.

A value λ¼0.85 was chosen by considering the typical life span
of a promotion, and by doing off-line analysis of historical data to
assess the typical time-variability of CTR rates. The criteria used to
select λ were primarily responsiveness, bias (due to trends in p),
and exploration cost.

On the other hand, γ¼0.99 was selected to provide a safeguard
that does not impact the behavior under normal operating con-
ditions. It was chosen primarily based on a desired steady-state
based Exploration and Exploitation Algorithm 2 (α0 ¼ 2:5, λ¼0.8, γ¼0.99, b⋆ ¼ 0:05,

http://www.aol.com
http://www.aol.com
http://www.aol.com


Fig. 16. Empirical Bayesian modeling of the prior distribution of the CTR and the
corresponding initial state (α0 ¼ 2:44 and β0 ¼ 263) of the exploration and exploi-
tation algorithm.

Fig. 17. Bar charts showing the CTR estimates and the number of impressions for
each available content promotion in a representative hour period.
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behavior of bp and bu in the extreme case of no impression or
event observations. Note that the steady-state solution in this
situation is bp ¼ α0=β0 and bu ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1�γλÞ=ðð1�γÞα0Þ

p
.

The Heisenberg bidding based exploration and exploitation
algorithm has been used for many months. Fig. 17 shows CTR
estimates and impression allocation for a representative one hour
period. The pool in this hour consists of 138 content promotions.
The bars in the top-most subplot display the estimated CTR for all
promotions ordered according to decreasing values. Since this is
experimental data there is no ground truth, so we use the CTR
estimate as a proxy for the true CTR. The second and third subplots
(in linear and logarithmic scale, respectively) present the number
of impressions each promotions recorded in this hour period.
Notice that the highest performing promotion was awarded most
impressions (around 260,000) as the result of almost always being
selected for the first slot in the Dynamic Lead rotation.

Observe also that promotions 1 to (approximately) 45 were
awarded dramatically many more impressions than promotions
46–138, but all promotions were awarded at least a small number
of impressions. This relative impression allocation demonstrates
that the exploration–exploitation trade-off is consistent with the
theoretical results in Figs. 11–13.

A different perspective of the experimental exploration versus
exploitation trade-off and the transient behavior is shown in
Fig. 18. The plots compare the impression allocation and CTR
estimation of two sample content promotions. Each column of
plots corresponds to one promotion. The top row of the plot dis-
plays the number of recorded impressions for each promotion in
each five-minute time interval. In the bottom row of the plot the
red markers indicate the observed CTR for each five-minute
interval and the green curve represents the estimated CTR com-
puted recursively by the experimental exploration–exploitation
algorithm.

We see that the high-performing promotion recorded mas-
sively more impressions than the low-performer and that the CTR
estimation as a result is easy. Furthermore, it should be noted that
the high-performing promotion is subject to “burn-out” — the
decaying CTR over time. The observed and estimated CTR dropped
about 50% over the course of 24 h.

The low-performing promotion, on the other hand, recorded
hundreds of impressions in the first 15–30 min, but thereafter only
a very small number of impressions in each five-minute interval.
The small number of impressions supports reinforced learning,
ensuring the estimator has a chance to detect time-varying
changes to the underlying true CTR, but in a cost-efficient man-
ner since the opportunity cost of the trickle of impressions is
almost zero. Realize that the CTR estimation for the low-
performing promotion is more difficult since it is based on a tiny
number of impressions and clicks. The observed CTR values, per
5-min time interval, in the bottom right plot are usually zero, but
now and then somewhere between 1% and 9%. In spite of this
noisy data, the estimated CTR is robust and appears trustworthy.

Finally, let us mention briefly a few examples of Heisenberg
bidding-based exploration and exploitation unrelated to the con-
tent promotions on www.aol.com. For instance, it is implemented
as the brain of AOL's One Creative™ product, where it is used to
determine which version of an ad (from the same advertiser) is
most appealing to a user. The ads may have different headline text,
poster frame photos, background color, offer detail, and so forth.
The optimization objective is to determine the most efficient way a
specific ad configuration leads to the highest response rate for
each user segment. Another application of the proposed explora-
tion and exploitation algorithm is to find out which poster frame
from a set of candidates to use in the promotion of an online video.
This application is a feature of AOL's VideoLearn™ system. Yet
another application under development is to use the algorithm as
the brain of CommerceLearn™, which intends to optimize product
recommendations. A common element of all these applications is
that they require a scalable solution and that the exploration and
exploitation capability is merely one building block of the system,
and is required to work in harmony with a separate and inter-
acting feedback control system used for some form of optimization
and/or supply chain management [22].
5. Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have discussed a relatively new application of
feedback control related to online advertising. Online advertising
is a growing industry with plenty of interesting and challenging

http://www.aol.com


Fig. 18. Two sample content promotions. Top: impression volume per 5 min; bottom: observed clicks/impressions and estimated CTR (¼ bp); left: high-performing pro-
motion; right: low-performing promotion. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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dynamics, statistics, and computer science problems. Applying
scalable optimization to these problems requires advanced feed-
back control.

A plant model is derived from first principle to highlight some
of the challenges a control engineer faces in this new and exciting
area. It is by no means the perfect model, and it does involve
simplifying assumptions. However, our intent is to make the
reader appreciate the unique challenges of designing control sys-
tems for online advertising, and to make it clear in what way
estimation errors, competing bid prices, and volatile Internet
traffic influence the behavior of the plant, as perceived by the
control system.

Several of the challenges relate to the discontinuous nature of
the plant, and we propose randomized bidding as a mitigation to
many of them. Bid randomization effectively removes dis-
continuities, reduces the impact of process variations and noise,
and enhances the dynamic interaction among bidding agents. It
also creates a fixed point solution to control problems that
otherwise do not have a solution, and much more. Bid randomi-
zation is useful to solve the problem of exploration and exploita-
tion, and techniques from nonlinear dynamics can be used to
analyze the system behavior, including the transient and steady
state solution.
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Appendix A. Proof sketch of optimality of bi ¼ uoptpi

The purpose of this paper is not to prove optimality of bidding
strategy (8)–(10). A rigorous proof of this claim is therefore not
offered; however, to make the result plausible, we outline the idea
of a proof and leave the details for the reader to work out.

Define decision variable xiðbi; aiÞ ¼ aiIfbi Zb⋆i g and rewrite the

ROI constraint rZuref
ROI in terms of v and c. Since r¼v/c, the con-

straint is v=cZuref
ROI , or uref

ROIcrv. We can then rewrite the optimi-
zation problem (5)–(7) as a Linear Program

max
0r xi r 1
i ¼ 1;2;…

X
i

vEpin
tot
I;i xi
subject toX
i

b⋆i n
tot
I;i xiruref

costX
i

uref
ROIb

⋆
i �vEpi

� �
ntot
I;i xir0:

Partition the segments based on the values of pi and b⋆i . Denote
the set of all segments Ω. Let Ω1 ¼ ijb⋆i ¼ pi ¼ 0; iAΩ

� �
,

Ω2 ¼ ijb⋆i ¼ 0; pi40; iAΩ
� �

, Ω3 ¼ ijb⋆i 40; pi ¼ 0; iAΩ
� �

, and
Ω4 ¼ ijb⋆i 40; pi40; iAΩ

� �
.

Impressions awarded from segments inΩ1 do not contribute to
neither the objective function (pi ¼ 0 ) vi ¼ 0) nor toward con-
straints (b⋆i ¼ 0 ) ci ¼ 0, etc.), hence xi can be chosen arbitrarily.
Our choice is xi¼1 if iAΩ1.

Impressions awarded from segments in Ω2 contribute with a
positive value to the objective function, and effectively relax the
second constraint, but with no added cost, hence xi should be
chosen as large as possible; i.e., xi¼1 if iAΩ2.

Impressions awarded from segments inΩ3 do not contribute to
the objective function, but add cost, hence xi should be chosen as
small as possible; i.e., xi¼0 if iAΩ3.

Impressions from segments in Ω4 require further analysis. We
have

max
0r xi r 1
i ¼ 1;2;…

X
iAΩ2

vEpin
tot
I;i þ

X
iAΩ4

vEpin
tot
I;i xi

subject toX
iAΩ4

b⋆i n
tot
I;i xiruref

cost

X
iAΩ4

uref
ROIb

⋆
i �vEpi

� �
ntot
I;i xir

X
iAΩ2

vEpin
tot
I;i :

The first sum in the objective function is independent of xi and can
therefore be ignored. This same sum appears on the right-hand
side of the second constraint, and since it is constant it can be
treated as a fixed relaxation of the second constraint.

Assume without loss of generality that the segments in Ω4 are
indexed so that 0ob⋆1=p1ob⋆2=p2o⋯. Since the ROI of impres-
sions in segment i equals vEpi=b

⋆
i , it follows that the ROI associated

with each segment decreases with segment index i; i.e.,
r14r24⋯. It can then be argued, and proven using standard
techniques from linear optimization, that impressions from seg-
ment 1 should be chosen over impressions from segment 2, etc.
The constraints dictate how many of the segments are of interest
to the bidder. The optimal solution of the Linear Program turns out
to be x1 ¼ x2 ¼⋯¼ xi0 �1 ¼ 1, xi0 ¼ ai0 , and xi0 þ1 ¼ xi0 þ2 ¼ 0, where i0

and ai0 are selected to make one of the constraints binding (if
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possible). They are given by (10). If the constraints cannot bind for
any xi's, then the optimal solution is xi¼1 for all i.

Since xiðbi; aiÞ ¼ aiIfbi Zb⋆i g it follows that optimality requires ai
¼ Ifbi Zb⋆i g ¼ 1 for i¼ 1;…; i0 �1. This is possible only if a1 ¼⋯¼
ai0 �1 ¼ 1 and biZb⋆i for i¼ 1;…; i0. Optimality furthermore
requires that ai0 is given by (10) and Ifbi0 Zb⋆i0 g ¼ 1, which is only

possible if bi0 Zb⋆i0 . Finally, optimality requires aiIfbi Zb⋆i g ¼ 0, which
is possible if ai¼1 and biob⋆i for i¼ i0 þ1; i0 þ2;….

It is straightforward to verify that the optimality conditions on
bi for all Ω4 impressions are satisfied if bi ¼ uoptpi, where uopt is
given by (8). It is also trivial to confirm that this bidding strategy is
consistent with the optimal bidding on impressions from seg-
ments in Ω1, Ω2, and Ω3.
Appendix B. Proof of monotonicity of c(u), v(u), and r(u)

First insert bidding strategy bi¼upi in (2) and (3) to
obtain cðuÞ ¼Piaib

⋆
i Ifupi Zb⋆i gn

tot
I;i and vðuÞ ¼PiaipivEIfupi Zb⋆i gn

tot
I;i .

B.1. c(u) and v(u) are non-decreasing

Since ai; b
⋆
i ;n

tot
I;i ; pi; vEZ0 while Ifupi Zb⋆i g is a step function with

positive step, it follows that c(u) and v(u) are sums of non-
decreasing functions, which immediately proves that c(u) and v

(u) are non-decreasing.

B.2. r(u) is non-increasing

Recall that uZ0. Clearly, segments with both pi¼0 and b⋆i 40
have no impact at all on r(u), while segments with both piZ0 and
b⋆i ¼ 0 contribute with a vertical shift that does not impact the
monotonicity of the function. Since the above special cases of
segments do not influence the monotonicity they can be dis-
regarded as we proceed with the proof. Consider therefore only
segments where pi40 and b⋆i 40. Moreover, assume without loss
of generality 0ob⋆1=p1ob⋆2=p2o⋯.

As a direct consequence of how v(u) and c(u) are defined, it
follows that rðuÞ ¼ vðuÞ=cðuÞ only changes value at the discrete
points where one of the indicator functions Ifupi Zb⋆i g changes
value; i.e., at each value of u for which u¼ b⋆i =pi for some i. Denote
this sequence uk ¼ b⋆k =pk for k¼ 1;2;…, which by assumption
satisfy ukrukþ1. Therefore, r(u) is non-increasing if and only if
rðukÞ is a non-increasing sequence. Replacing u with uk in (2) and
(3) gives us vðukÞ ¼

Pk
i ¼ 1 aipivEn

tot
I;i and cðukÞ ¼

Pk
i ¼ 1 aib

⋆
i n

tot
I;i ,

whereafter we can derive a recursive formula for rðukÞ as follows:

rðukþ1Þ ¼
vðukþ1Þ
cðukþ1Þ

¼
vðukÞþakþ1pkþ1vEn

tot
I;kþ1

cðukþ1Þ

¼ cðukÞ
cðukþ1Þ

vðukÞ
cðukÞ

þ
akþ1b

⋆
kþ1n

tot
I;kþ1

cðukþ1Þ
akþ1pkþ1vEn

tot
I;kþ1

akþ1b
⋆
kþ1n

tot
I;kþ1

¼ cðukÞ
cðukþ1Þ

rðukÞþ
cðukþ1Þ�cðukÞ

cðukþ1Þ
pkþ1vE
b⋆kþ1

¼ αðkÞrðukÞþ 1�αðkÞð Þpkþ1vE
b⋆kþ1

; ðB:1Þ

where αðkÞ ¼ cðukÞ=cðukþ1Þ, which satisfies 0oαðkÞr1 since
cðukÞ40 is a non-decreasing function. In other words, rðukþ1Þ is
bounded between rðukÞ and pkþ1vE=b

⋆
kþ1. It remains to prove that

pkþ1vE=b
⋆
kþ1rrðukÞ is true for all k.

Next step involves mathematical induction. Suppose
plþ1vE=b

⋆
lþ1rrðulÞ for some l. It follows from (B.1) that

plþ1vE=b
⋆
lþ1rrðulþ1ÞrrðulÞ. However, since 0ob⋆1=p1rb⋆2=p2r

⋯ we have that b⋆lþ1=plþ1rb⋆lþ2=plþ2. Clearly, plþ2vE=b
⋆
lþ2

rplþ1vE=b
⋆
lþ1, hence plþ2vE=b

⋆
lþ2rrðulþ1Þ, which means the
induction assumption pkþ1vE=b
⋆
kþ1rrðukÞ holds for k¼ l; lþ1;…,

and rðulÞZrðulþ1ÞZ⋯.
To complete the proof, we confirm the assumption holds

for l¼1: We have rðu1Þ ¼ vðu1Þ=cðu1Þ ¼ a1p1vEn
tot
I;1=a1b

⋆
1n

tot
I;1 ¼

p1vE=b
⋆
i rp2vE=b

⋆
2 . Hence, we have proven by induction that pkþ1

vE=b
⋆
kþ1rrðukÞ and rðukþ1ÞrrðukÞ for k¼ 1;2;…, which completes

the proof that r(u) is a non-increasing function.
Note that the result is based on the bidding strategy bi¼upi,

hence monotonicity of r(u) is not guaranteed for a bidding strategy
bi ¼ up̂i, where we only know that p̂i � pi.
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